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Executive Summary 
The purpose of this evaluation is to understand all aspects of DJJ data (both electronic and paper records), 
including the current collection, management, and storage. This report is intended to assist the DJJ 
Executive Team’s understanding of whether DJJ’s current data management practices and the data quality 
allow DJJ to perform internal analyses and the potential for external assessments (e.g., evaluation 
research, audits, compliance). Data for this evaluation include a review of DJJ’s electronic data (and 
related documentation), a review of DJJ’s paper files, and interviews with staff familiar with DJJ’s data. 

The major findings of this data systems evaluation:  

#1: DJJ’S CURRENT DATA MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND SYSTEMS ARE NOT SUSTAINABLE LONG-TERM.  

After years of sweeping reforms, DJJ hardly resembles that correctional agency that it was twenty years 
ago. DJJ now has an ambitious mission. They strive to provide evidence-based treatment to all youth in 
areas that best suit each person’s individual risk and needs. This mission requires data processing 
capabilities that they did not need before. Thus, the data management systems that they adopted thirty 
years ago no longer effectively serve their current mission. The current systems have sustained them thus 
far, but for DJJ to move forward and keep pace with national trends in corrections and policy more 
generally, they are going to have to update their data philosophy, management, and practices.  

#2: INEFFICIENCIES IN DATA MANAGEMENT AND LIMITATIONS IN DATA SYSTEM CAPABILITIES RESULT IN POOR DATA 

QUALITY. 

DJJ data systems are inefficient and limited, and this has resulted in poor data quality and limited usability. 
This is particularly applicable to WIN, the system with the most robust data, and the most limitations on 
its effectiveness. DJJ has been relying too heavily on manual counts to produce their summary statistics. 
This is due to the inability of their current systems, with the exception of WIN, to store and analyze data 
in a way that would best serve DJJ.   

Most DJJ data systems have not been sufficiently cleaned or documented. For example, WIN has not been 
documented at all in its (over) 30-year history. The lack of documentation, data entry rules, audits/quality 
control, and historical record keeping have resulted in most DJJ staff relying on “oral histories” to enter 
and use data. This has serious implications for data quality and usability. 

#3: DJJ HAS LIMITED CONTROL OVER THEIR DATA SYSTEMS, WHICH SIGNIFICANTLY LIMITS ITS USABILITY OR ENABLE 

CHANGE. 

DJJ does not control the structure and maintenance of most of their data systems. Limited control over 
their data means that DJJ has to rely on others to access their data. The reason that staff rely so heavily 
on WIN in institutions is that the data are available at the time they need it.  DJJ will have to remedy the 
discrepancy between the need for data immediately and the lack of quality control of those data. DJJ will 
also have to remedy their limited access to other sources of their data.  
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#4: DJJ WILL HAVE A DIFFICULT TIME MAKING “DATA DRIVEN” DECISIONS WITH THEIR CURRENT DATA 

MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND PRACTICE.  

DJJ is currently “producing” statistics primarily by manual counts. In the modern world of “big data” and 
analytics, this is not going to be sufficient. The trend for data, corrections, and justice is moving toward 
data driven, evidence based decision-making, and DJJ’s data systems cannot produce what is needed to 
make these types of decisions (without external help).  

Recommendations 
This evaluation concludes that it is critical for DJJ to change its current data collection, storage, and 
usage strategy. Our recommendations are: 

1) Streamline the number of systems. The data in OBITS, WIN, and IBTM should all be in one system. 
In a perfect world, there would be room for CA-YASI data in that system as well. Linking multiple 
data systems to compile a comprehensive record for an individual is cumbersome, inefficient, and 
more prone to data error.  

2) In the process of deciding how and what system to create/modify/adopt, DJJ should pay particular 
attention to how easy or difficult it would be to find programmers and personnel to work with 
those data systems. This will have major implications for their ability to continue seamlessly into 
the future.   

3) To consolidate data, DJJ will have to pare down and “clean” their data and data systems. Many 
variables, fields, tables, and measures are obsolete but remain in the systems and datasets, and 
this makes the ability to streamline systems far more difficult.  

4) DJJ must create a comprehensive data management plan. The lack of documentation makes 
streamlining more difficult because there is not always consensus about what measures are, how 
they are measured, and which variables are needed. The documentation should include 
codebooks, data entry rules, and audit schedules.  

5) The current systems and the hypothetical new system, need to prioritize fixed fields and minimally 
use open text in order to improve data quality. 

6) Current systems and/or the new systems should not allow data entry directly into the output 
sheet or system. If DJJ were not in a place currently to overhaul WIN, then our simplest 
recommendation would be to hire a programmer who is familiar with Excel and Visual Basic for 
Applications (VBA) editor. At a minimum, this would reduce data entry error like IBTM worksheets 
where reducing errors in identifiers are critical.  

7) Move medical records into electronic health record (EHR) format. The new standard for medical 
records is to adopt EHR, so DJJ should prepare to make this move. A similar system could be used 
for mental health records (which are currently housed in WIN). This would minimize the amount 
of confidential information that needs to be protected in paper files.          

8) Move collection of the Serious Incident Reports to an electronic format that can be collected 
reliably and used for data analysis. SIRs capture outcome measures that are central to any 
assessment of DJJ performance. However, they are not currently collected in a manner that easily 
allows for aggregation or data analysis. It would not be difficult to implement a new system that 
could easily get this goal accomplished. We strongly encourage that this system not be included 
as an add-on to any of the existing DJJ data systems.    
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9) Reduce reliance on paper files. Most of the paper files now are redundant with the electronic files 
but they require space, resources, and personnel to manage them. They are also a greater risk to 
confidentiality of youth data. DJJ should consider moving away from using paper files altogether. 
If they choose to retain them, then they should create a decisive Data Management Plan to 
document the appropriate use and storage of files.  
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Division of Juvenile Justice Data Systems Evaluation 
Kristy N. Matsuda, Susan F. Turner, and James Hess, Center for Evidence-Based Corrections 
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Purpose of the Evaluation 
The purpose of this evaluation is to understand all aspects of DJJ data (both electronic and paper records), 
including the current collection, management, and storage. This report assesses the “data management” 
and “data quality” of the many sources of DJJ data. This report is intended to assist the DJJ Executive 
Team’s understanding of whether DJJ’s current data practices allow DJJ to perform internal analyses and 
the potential for external assessments (e.g., evaluation research, audits, compliance). 

Evaluations of correctional performance hinge on the ability to collect, maintain, and analyze data.   
Without consistent and efficient data collection strategies, a correctional agency must rely on outside 
entities to perform its evaluations to understand what is going on in its own facilities. While outside 
evaluations are a useful and necessary tool for many aspects of correctional performance, it should not 
be the only tool available to an agency. Correctional agencies can and should perform regular self-
assessments to understand their population, review their strategies, and assess their successes and 
failures. To do this, however, requires the collection and maintenance of quality data. 

Collecting data may seem burdensome for a correctional agency with multiple goals. Safety and 
rehabilitation generally top the list in an agency’s mission. However, data practices should be a priority 
for all correctional agencies because good data allow agencies to know whether they are, in fact, meeting 
their organizational goals. Fortunately, DJJ is already collecting data in the course of its daily function. The 
key is to collect and maintain those data in a way that optimizes usability for assessment.   

This is a data usability evaluation. It is not an audit. The evaluation will not assess how DJJ data conform 
to CDCR regulations or State, Federal, or Legislative requirements. In addition, the evaluation does not 
examine DJJ’s data security practices. A short discussion of data security issues is included in this report, 
but a review of the actual procedures used by DJJ is beyond the scope of this analysis. This evaluation is 
limited to examining the usability of the current data for assessment and research purposes.  

Data Management and Data Quality 
Data Management 
“Data management” refers to the systems and processes adopted by an organization that support the 
collection and maintenance of data. Often this includes a human component (e.g., file manager, systems 
manager), a structural component (e.g., database, file room), and documentation. There are many ways 
to manage data and assess its quality. Not all preferred practices offered in the literature will work for all 
agencies at all times. Our data system evaluation is informed by several sources on best practices. We 
include guidelines of data management plans (Digital Curation Center, 2013). We utilize the United 
Nation’s guidelines (2008) on preparing and maintaining correctional files. We also draw heavily on 
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literature assessing “big data” to inform our assessment of electronic data systems (e.g., Cai & Zhu, 2015; 
DAMA UK, 2013; Watts, Shankaranarayanan, & Even, 2009). 

Every organization should create a formal Data Management Plan that includes (DCC, 2013): 

- Assignment of Responsibilities. A data management plan should identify the individuals who 
have oversight and use of data. This section should name the person/role who creates data 
elements, maintains them, can use the data, or has legal oversight over data. Individuals need 
to be identified who are responsible for physical and electronic files. The skill requirements 
of each supervisory position should be documented.  

- Labeling and Storage Conventions. Data management plans should include labeling and 
storage conventions. For physical files this should include labeling conventions, determination 
of file structure (i.e., where each data element goes), and organization of storage space. For 
electronic data, this should include variable and file naming conventions, creation of 
metadata, and the structural layout of the data system. Labeling and storage conventions 
should all be documented for future use and archived to provide a historic record of change.  

- Data Entry Requirements. All data entry rules should be documented and available for staff. 
Data entry rules should include expectations on the timing of data entry and the specifications 
of the data entry process. It should also specify who has permission to input data into the 
files. There should be an audit or quality control requirement built into this process. An 
overview of the data entry process should be included as part of the training for staff 
members.  

- Quality Control Process. Every data management plan should have either an audit component 
or a quality control process included for electronic data and paper files. The specifics of the 
process will depend on the data structure, but in general, the quality control process should 
ensure that the data management plan is being executed as specified.  

- Archiving and Storage Convention. The plan should include specifics on how data and data 
documentation will be archived. This should include policies about how versions of files 
should be labeled and stored/archived. This section should prioritize consistency in labeling 
convention and documentation. The archive policy should also specify a plan for data backup 
and recovery. Policies related to data destruction and retention (long- and short-term) should 
be explicated. 

- Data Security. Each type of data needs to have specifications about who has access to the 
data to ensure security. Methods of how to control access should be formally documented. 
Data security policies should strive both to keep data secure, but also allow for data sharing 
and transfer if needed. For electronic files this could include limiting access to certain types 
of data (i.e., medical, mental health). For paper files this could include limiting access to the 
files on a “need to know” basis.  

- Data Sharing and Transfer Policies. The Data Management Plan should specify rules for data 
sharing. Data sharing includes use by DJJ staff for their work and a process for sharing with 
third parties approved to receive DJJ data. It should specify requirements for a data sharing 
agreement and establish the policies for the secure transfer of data. Data transfer protocols 
can apply to youth being transferred to other DJJ facilities or youth going to other institutions 
or agencies. This process should include a consideration of data security and confidentiality. 
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Data sharing policies should establish data ownership, access, and permissions. It should also 
detail the contractual obligations of the third parties that received DJJ data.  

- An officially documented and continually updated Research Data Management (RDM) policy. 
It is important for all data related policies and procedures to be officially documented and 
continually updated, especially as legal standards and/or oversite changes. This allows audits 
to ensure compliance with the approved policies. The document should specify permission, 
procedures, and security policies for employees. Staff should receive copies of the document, 
be trained on its contents, and be alerted whenever it is updated. 

 

Data Quality 
“Data Quality” refers to the features of the information that is actually collected (rather than the process 
of collecting it). Data management can improve data quality if data management practices standardize 
rules of data entry and data handling, and establish quality control procedures. “As data volumes increase, 
so does the complexity of managing it and the risks of poor data quality. Poor quality data can be 
detrimental to system usability and hinder operational performance, leading to flawed decisions.” (Watts, 
Shankaranarayanan, & Even, 2009). It is vital for organizations to prioritize their data quality.  

Data quality can be assessed by measuring the data on dimensions that determine “fitness of use.” Some 
dimensions of data quality can be measured objectively while others are more subjective. Objective 
measures can be determined by a percentage or some other statistical algorithm. For example, the degree 
of missing data is a measure of “completeness” which can be objectively measured with a calculation for 
each variable. Subjective measures, in contrast, are a perceived status of a measure. For example, the 
“value” of data is not measured by a statistic but instead a subjective determination of the intrinsic worth 
that the data might have for an organization. Both objective and subjective measures are important and 
offer different dimensions that all help determine the quality of the data collected.  

Academic literature offers numerous dimensions by which to assess data quality. For this evaluation, we 
use a summary presented by DAMA (2013) that seems most applicable to DJJ data. Specifically, we utilized 
ten of DAMA’s dimensions, as follows1:  

1) COMPLETE – The percent of a variable that is populated with data. Measures can only be used in 
research if there are a sufficient number of cases to analyze. Less missing data means stronger 
power for statistical analysis. Missing data can indicate a rare event (e.g., suicide) or it can indicate 
missing data (e.g., no longer occurs).  Sometimes measures are included in datasets even though 
they are obsolete because they have never been purged from the system. This is a common source 
of incomplete date.  

2) UNIQUE – Each record in the dataset should describe a unique individual, record, or item in the 
real world. Uniqueness is important to ensure that multiple records for the same individual are 
not created in error.  

3) TIMELINESS – Accuracy in recording an event decays over time, so the faster a record is created 
after an event, the more confidence we should have that the record accurately reflects reality. 

                                                            
1 We did not include “accessibility,” or the degree to which users could have access to data when needed because 
it required knowledge of rules of access, which we did not have. We embedded discussions of accessibility in the 
“timeliness” when applicable.  
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For example, promptly entering data related to case conference notes, updates on movement, 
and updates on location are critical to an effective correctional system. Timeliness can also refer 
to the time it takes an agency to access its data for use. For instance, to make informed decisions 
about its population, an agency needs the ability to quickly access and analyze its population-
related data. 

4) VALIDITY – Validity measures the degree to which the data follow the rules of allowable values. 
For example, “date of birth” should be recorded in a date format and within an allowable range. 
If values are fixed, the data should fall within those values. In addition, validity assesses whether 
data conforms to its metadata.  

5) ACCURACY – Accuracy measures the degree to which the data reflect the real world subject/object 
it represents. Accuracy can be measured in many forms. It could be an assessment of data capture 
or data entry. It could be a check on calculated variables. It could be a check on data processes 
and calculations. It could be objectively measured (i.e., number of accurate items in a dataset) or 
it could be subjectively measured (i.e., data collection procedure likely leads to accurate data).    

6) CONSISTENCY – Consistency measures the degree to which the data have the same value if the data 
are available in multiple datasets or databases. For example, consistency can assess paper and 
electronic data, or two types of electronic files.  

7) USABILITY – Usability is a more subjective measure of the degree to which the variable is 
understandable, relevant, accessible, maintainable, and measured at the right level. Taken 
together it indicates the general usability of the measure for data analysis.  

8) MANAGEABLE – Manageability assesses the degree to which the data are stable and responsive to 
change requests. Or, in the case of data systems, the degree to which a data system is capable of 
changing to meet the needs of the agency. This dimension captures how easy or difficult it would 
be for an analyst to use the data to do other things.  

9) FLEXIBILITY – Flexibility assesses the compatibility of the data with other data. In other words, to 
what degree can the data be repurposed and how easily can the data be manipulated with other 
datasets.  

10) VALUE – Value measures the benefit of the data to the organization. Value can be evaluated 
objectively in a cost/benefit analysis. It can also be evaluated subjectively as a measure of the 
degree to which the data can create knowledge if it is optimally used. 

There are other potential dimensions that could have been included as metrics (e.g., relevance, 
presentation quality or readability, availability), but we believe these ten dimensions can be used to best 
assess DJJ’s data.  

This evaluation will assess how DJJ data, in its current form, conform to conventions of best data 
management and data quality standards. This report contains a baseline estimate of what data are 
currently available to use in assessments and research.  

Evaluation Methods  
Data 
Data for this evaluation include a review of DJJ’s electronic data (and related documentation), a review of 
DJJ’s files, and interviews with staff familiar with DJJ’s data.  
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ELECTRONIC DATA REVIEW 

The DJJ researcher sent copies of the data system files and structures to UCI for analysis.2 Included were 
samples of data from DJJ’s primary systems: the Offender Based Information and Tracking System (OBITS), 
the Ward Information Network (WIN), the California Youth Assessment Screening Instrument (CA-YASI), 
the Integrated Behavior and Treatment Model (IBTM) program participation record, and the COMPuter 
STATistics or COMParative STATistics (COMPSTAT). DJJ may collect data in other areas, but an analysis of 
those systems is not included in this research.  

The samples of data from OBITS, WIN, and CA-YASI included youth whose earliest possible release dates 
were within the months June 2019 through January 2020. This sampling frame was selected because 
youth in this cohort would have been the farthest along in their current DJJ commitment and would, 
presumably, have the most complete exposure to the DJJ treatment model. In total, 165 youth fit the 
criteria. The total number of records could be greater, depending on the dataset. For example, the total 
number of disciplinary events is over 12,000 for those 165 youth.  

IBTM data is a record of youth participation in treatment programs. Each program has a Microsoft Excel 
file that logs the youth who have participated in these programs (since the collection process began). A 
copy of all IBTM data was analyzed in this study, which represents all youth at DJJ facilities since 2016.  

COMPSTAT files are collected for numerous CDCR divisions and offices. A PDF of a data table that presents 
13-month counts of various metrics is available online. The official counting rules were provided by the 
COMPSTAT team in CDCR’s Office of Research. The most recent COMPSTAT 13-month summary was 
reviewed for this study and reflected data from May 2018 through May 2019.  

All available codebooks, data dictionaries, and documentation were reviewed for the datasets provided 
to UCI. Copies of DJJ’s policies were provided at UCI’s request. DJJ’s policies are stored on an intranet 
accessible only to DJJ employees. The policies and contents are not available for public review, so it is 
possible that DJJ has relevant policies that we did not review because we were not aware of their 
existence.3 

PAPER FILE REVIEW 

DJJ currently maintains three types of paper files: the Master File (which is maintained at DJJ 
Headquarters), the Facility File (which is maintained by the institution), and the Living Unit File (which is 
maintained by the living unit). 

                                                            
2 After acquiring an approved data share agreement, data for this project were transferred via a secure file transfer 
protocol.  
3 CDCR maintains the Department Operations Manual (DOM) that specifies the department requirements in all areas including 
data collection and maintenance. According to a manager with historical knowledge of DJJ and CDCR, DJJ follows some of CDCR’s 
DOM for overarching departmental requirements. It also maintains two DJJ specific documents similar to the DOM called the 
Institution and Camps (I & C) Manual and the Youth Authority Manual. Both documents are relatively old and not consolidated. 
They have not been recently updated to align with the DOM yet. Each document resides in the DJJ intranet in pieces (i.e., there 
is not one cohesive document that can be downloaded and transferred). Therefore, policies can only be reviewed if they are 
specifically requested. We did not have access to all of the available topics for the DJJ manuals. We did receive policies we 
requested related to this research, but we cannot be sure that we requested and/or received all of the applicable documents.  
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Research staff traveled to Stockton to review a sample (n=10) of hard copy youth files from N.A. 
Chaderjian and O.H. Close facilities. We did not review Master Files, but were told they hold intake 
documents, legal documents, and upon discharge they include the healthcare file and discharge 
information. Many of these documents and information is available from other sources. UCI reviewed 
samples of Facility Files and Living Unit Files. The purpose of the review was not to code the data within, 
but to understand the process and general content collected in the files.  

STAFF INTERVIEWS 

We interviewed DJJ staff in various positions about their experiences working with DJJ’s data systems. We 
conducted confidential interviews and focus groups with 34 DJJ staff. The interview subjects included staff 
who work in the facilities and interact daily with youth, such as Youth Correctional Officers, Youth 
Correctional Counselors, and Parole Agents (n=12). We also interviewed managers, supervisors, and 
administrators within each of the three DJJ facilities (n=13). Administrative staff at DJJ Headquarters were 
also interviewed (n=6). The interviewed administrators oversee all aspects of care provision, safety and 
security, and data management within DJJ. We also interviewed individuals outside of DJJ who work with, 
own, or maintain DJJ’s data systems (n= 3). Some of the outside individuals work for other divisions of 
CDCR (but not DJJ) while others work for outside entities that design, manage, or provide support for DJJ’s 
systems.  

Staff were interviewed as part of a larger study of DJJ. They were asked to describe what they do daily, 
work challenges, their impressions of DJJ’s treatment framework, and other aspects of their employment 
at DJJ. As part of the interviews, staff were asked about their experiences working with DJJ’s data systems 
and their impressions of those systems. Staff input is included in our analysis as insight into the 
management process and quality of the data systems.  

 
Analysis  
In the following sections, each of DJJ’s data systems is described and analyzed in two major areas: data 
management and data quality. The description of the measurement criteria used to assess data 
management and data quality is provided in these sections.  

DATA MANAGEMENT 

This evaluation only examines dimensions of data management that affect the usability of data for 
research purposes. These qualities were drawn from literature on best practices for data management. 
Data management topics that are not included in this evaluation include data storage and security, 
infrastructure (e.g., cabling, equipment, switches), and data sharing policies. 

For the purpose of this evaluation, data management includes four areas:  

1) Documentation. Every data system and dataset should be formally documented in some way by 
the organization. Common forms of documentation include codebooks or data dictionaries for 
large datasets. Training manuals or data entry rules/regulations are helpful for big data. Checklists 
or audit trails could be used for paper files. Documentation should be updated regularly and 
reflect the newest version of the data being used by the organization. Formal documentation 
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improves data quality because individuals using the data understand the rules and conventions 
that have been created.  

2) Training. In conjunction with formal documentation, staff should be trained in the data systems. 
If data documentation is done well, it could potentially take the place of formal training for data 
entry or data usage. More likely, staff should be trained on how to use data systems. The training 
can vary based on need. For instance, some staff would need training in data entry, some on data 
export and transfer, some on quality control, and some on how to interpret data results. All staff 
should receive training on DJJ’s data security policies and appropriate handling of sensitive 
information.  

3) Audits/Quality Control. Data can provide a wealth of information, but only if the data are accurate. 
No amount of statistical tests or controls can make up for poor quality data. The best way to 
achieve long-term data quality is to implement regular quality control measures and regularly 
audit/evaluate such measures to identify breakdowns. If audits and quality control are built into 
the data collection system, there will be increased confidence that any time data is accessed from 
the system, it will be reasonably “clean.” Data managers must still perform checks on the data, 
but their jobs will be far more efficient with layers of quality control already in place.  

4) Historical Changes. Every data system is going to change because every organization changes. 
Changing datasets is challenging because trends over time can only be understood if the same 
data are collected over time. However, data systems and datasets need to be flexible enough to 
capture the data that is needed for the organization. Because most organizations will outlive their 
individual employees, organizational changes need to be documented for future employees.  

DATA QUALITY 

Data quality assesses the information that DJJ collects and/or maintains. Each of the following dimensions 
will be assessed in a more subjective format. Data quality dimensions were also selected from a review of 
the literature on data quality assessment as described earlier in this report. The following data quality 
measures are included in this study: 

1) Complete- For active data files, this was measured by the proportion of variables that are 
populated with data that have more than one value. For example, a variable were all values are 
“No” would still be considered not complete because it lacks any variation.  

2) Unique- It is important that DJJ’s data are unique cases representing different people. Due to the 
sampling of this population, it is not always possible to assess what percent of records are unique. 
This is because, for some data, we received records on a specific sample of youth (i.e., the 
identifiers were specified) so it was less likely to lead to duplicate cases. Instead, we analyze the 
data entry process to assess the likelihood that the procedures would create duplicate cases.  

3) Timeliness- In this evaluation, we did not measure the time between an event and entry of the 
related data. Instead, we evaluate timeliness of the data systems themselves. In other words, we 
assess how quickly the data are available for use by DJJ.  

4) Validity- Validity is the degree to which data measures what it is supposed to measure. This study 
will measure validity by determining the proportion of variables whose data are formatted in the 
manner that conforms to its metadata (or documentation).  

5) Accuracy- Accuracy refers to the degree the data actually describes the object or event as it exists. 
We did not perform an assessment of the accuracy of data entry. Instead, we will examine the 
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data management process to identify areas that may lead to inaccuracy (but without assigning a 
percent of inaccurate variables to each dataset). 

6) Consistency - This dimension examines the degree to which data are measured the same in 
different datasets or databases. The dimension of consistency does not apply to all of the data 
sources because some data are only measured in one system.  

7) Manageable- This dimension assesses how easy or difficult it is to manage and manipulate the 
data or the data system. This is assessed by our ease of using the data for this evaluation and from 
interviews of DJJ staff who attempt to manage the data as part of their work responsibilities.  

8) Flexibility- Flexibility examines how comparable or compatible DJJ’s data are with other data. This 
is particularly important because recidivism data comes from outside sources such as CDCR’s 
Division of Adult Institutions and the Department of Justice for arrest and conviction data.  

9) Usability- Usability is a good summary measure that incorporates the dimensions above, but also 
includes other practical aspects of the data. Usability incorporates other aspects important to the 
likelihood that the data can yield useful results.  

10) Value- In this study, we judged the “value” of the data based on its ability (or inability) to assist 
DJJ in understanding the effectiveness of its practices and policies.  

RESULTS 
The results of the study are organized by data system. For each system, there is a non-technical 
description of the dataset and any applicable history. Then, the data are assessed on the four “data 
management” dimensions and the ten “data quality” dimensions. Recommendations for improvement 
and changes are offered below, if applicable. The conclusion section summarizes the main findings of this 
report and includes recommendations for systematic improvement for all of DJJ’s data systems.  

 

OBITS 
The Offender Based Information Tracking System (OBITS) was adopted in 1979. It is the database used for 
offender information and movement. This database includes information on demographics, registration 
(i.e., DNA) requirements, immigration and naturalization, prior history, committing case, gang affiliation 
information, movement history, board, and discharge information. Most of the data originate from 
documents received by the Intake and Court Services Section when a case is accepted for commitment to 
DJJ.  
 
OBITS data system is managed by data analysts at CDCR’s Office of Research (as opposed to DJJ staff) as 
well as information technology staff who are database managers for OBITS.  There are a limited number 
of permissions available to enter data into OBITS. Staff indicated that only four people across CDCR (two 
at DJJ Headquarters from CDCR’s Office of Research  and two programmer staff at CDCR’s EIS) have full  
permissions to add, edit, delete, or override data entry within the OBITS Application.  There are 
approximately 28 institutional field staff and 4 DJJ Headquarter staff with limited permissions to add or 
edit in specific program areas within the OBITS Application (including Daily Movement Summary, 
DMV/SSN Entry, MCASE Time Adjustment Entry, ADHOC Library, and the Population Control Management 
System).  All other users are granted Query (read only) access that excludes them from making any 
changes to the data.    
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Data Management 
DOCUMENTATION 

The OBITS data has formal documentation. The data dictionary is regularly updated. The documentation 
includes: 

- OBITS Data Dictionary (last revised in June 2018)  
- OBITS Lookup Tables (e.g., Counties, Ethnicity, Living Unit, Location, Offense Codes, Transaction 

Codes) 

The OBITS data dictionary originated at the time of implementation of the OBITS system and was written 
by the third-party creator of the program. Though it has been updated regularly, the content of the 
document does not appear to have been pared down. The OBITS data dictionary is currently a 50-page 
document that was last updated in June 2018. In total, the data dictionary includes 478 variables. Of these, 
164 variables (34.3 percent) appear to be out-of-use, invalid, or require clarification from OBITS staff.  In 
other words, these variables no longer have active data, but they have not been removed from the 
codebook. These variables are highlighted in the codebook. Sometimes entire pages are highlighted as 
inactive.  

As a historical document, the Data Dictionary is useful because it provides information on the data 
elements that were once available in DJJ. As an active codebook, it is unwieldy. The document is extremely 
long and is accessible only as a PDF, so it cannot be sorted per the user’s need. The codebook could be 
made available in different ways (e.g., PDF by alphabetical or PDF by variable placement), but the only 
version offered to this evaluation was sorted alphabetically.  

The OBITS Value References are supplemental documents that provide the value labels for variables inside 
of the OBITS system. They are supplemental documents because they are lengthy. For example, the 
reference document for just the locations within DJJ is eight pages long.  

Recommendations:  

1) The OBITS documentation is a lengthy treatise. Users would benefit from a streamlined version 
that only includes the active fields in the dataset (this will be discussed more in detail in the 
“Complete” section).  

2) The data dictionary should be sortable. The current format would not allow for easy searching 
even if it was changed from a PDF because the “Values” column has too much information in 
various formats. The document would need to be transferred into a different medium (e.g., 
Microsoft Excel) to improve the organization of data given changing needs over time.  

3) The data dictionary should specify how missing data is expressed (coded) in each variable. 
4) The revised dictionary should be comprehensive (i.e., include the active fields and the lookup 

tables in one document) and not require cross-referencing. One reason the Lookup Tables are so 
long is that historic changes to those tables are also included in the current document. Some 
changes, like changes in facilities or living unit designations might be important when doing a 
historical analysis, but it is far more efficient to provide just active data variables and labels in one 
codebook and create an appendix to that codebook for previous codes that might occasionally be 
relevant.  
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5) In addition to the above changes, the format could benefit from adding space to insert comments 
about the fields and/or technical notes for new users. This would improve the quality of the data.   

TRAINING 

There does not appear to be any OBITS-specific training offered by DJJ for OBITS analysts. OBITS is 
controlled by CDCR’s Office of Research, not by DJJ. The current analysts who work with OBITS have years 
of experience in CDCR and working with these data. These individuals have not only a current working 
knowledge of the data system and its items, but also a lengthy historical knowledge of the systems from 
OBITS’ inception. These analysts received an informal “training” from other employees that had a long 
history with the organization.  

Neither a training manual nor any other formal training protocol is available to the current staff working 
with OBITS. Rather, training seems to occur in an “oral history” that is passed down from other staff. Such 
transfer of knowledge has worked adequately for DJJ to-date. However, DJJ’s OBITS rules and conventions 
have not been preserved in a manner that can extend reliably to future analysts.  

Recommendations: 

1) Now is an appropriate time to begin the documentation process to retain the best practices and 
processes related to OBITS. The current staff have valuable information to offer about the system. 
Their insights and experience can best assist in the training of future employees if formal 
documentation is prepared that can be used in future trainings.  
 

AUDITS/QUALITY CONTROL 

There is no formal audit of the OBITS data but there are quality control measures that the OBITS analysts 
conduct. These quality control measures have been selected and refined over the analysts’ years of 
working with the data. The OBITS staff goes through multiple steps to validate the data before they update 
the system. Certain data elements will only accept certain formats. Open text fields are generally not 
allowed in the OBITS system. Fixing the responses possible for data entry is used as a way to increase data 
quality. The system limits the number of users who can populate data or fix errors. When OBITS receives 
case documents, the information is keyed in by a staff member and then reviewed by another analyst. 
Both of these individuals have experience in case management, so they have an understanding about 
what information needs to be captured in these fields. This experience allows the OBITS analysts more 
knowledge to catch errors and provide quality control.  

Staff at DJJ are quite confident that the data in OBITS is more reliable than data in other systems because 
of the checks on the data and the quality control measures in place for OBITS. It is also true that OBITS 
data are mostly static and do not require updating much once entered. OBITS has been described by staff 
as “the source of truth” for DJJ and that the data are “far more reliable but not as robust [as WIN]”. DJJ 
relies almost exclusively on OBITS data to provide reports and respond to inquiries because of the 
confidence in the data.  

The quality control mechanism currently in place stems primarily from the experience and extensive 
knowledge of the current OBITS analysts. There is no formal documentation regarding the process or the 
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quality control efforts currently in use. New staff in this role would not necessarily know to continue with 
the current process.  

Recommendations: 

1) DJJ should capture the quality control processes currently in place by documenting them for 
future use.  

HISTORICAL CHANGES 

The OBITS data dictionaries are updated regularly and retained. As stated previously, it would be more 
useful and efficient if the OBITS data dictionary was purged of obsolete fields and only contained active 
OBITS data. The historical record of previous variables could be retained in older versions of the data 
dictionary for reference if needed. This would increase the usability of the data documentation for new 
users.  

Recommendations:  

1) Update and streamline the current OBITS dictionary, but create an archive system that retains 
all previous and future versions of the dictionary for a record of historical changes.  

 
Data Quality 
COMPLETE 

The OBITS dataset has 229 variables. As with the OBITS data dictionary, many of the variables are not 
active. In total, 52.4 percent of the variables in the OBITS dataset have no data or no variation in the data. 
It is difficult to discern between variables that are rarely used (but still relevant) and variables that are no 
longer in use. Some measures can be reasonably assumed relevant (but rarely used), such as Immigration 
and Naturalization Services (INS) information. Other variables are likely discontinued, such as DJJ parole 
information (because DJJ no longer operates parole). There are multiple variables that subject matter 
experts and system managers could not confirm are still in use.  

Putting aside the seemingly inactive variables, 109 potential usable variables exist in OBITS. For these, the 
range of missing data varies from 0 percent to 99.4 percent depending on the measure. The missing data 
may or may not be an error. Often a blank is the interpreted of “no” in the case of a flag variable. 
Sometimes a blank indicates some missing data (e.g., eye color or complexation that should be available 
for all youth). The data dictionary does not indicate what the expression (coding) of missing data or valid 
ranges should be. Amongst the remaining 109 variables, 58 or (53.2%) are missing less than 10 percent of 
the values.  

The most complete measures (i.e., at least 80 percent populated) in OBITS include demographic 
information, commitment details, offense information, and case information.   

Recommendations:  

1) OBITS should reflect only active data. This will increase efficiency and comprehension.  At present, 
every time OBITS data is transferred to a new analyst or researcher, these data checks would have 
to be done. This includes the review of 52.4 percent of data fields that they will never use. 
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2) As stated prior, the data dictionary should reflect only the active measures in the OBITS dataset. 
3) The data dictionary needs to indicate what missing data or valid ranges of the data are.  

UNIQUE 

OBITS data is extremely clean as far as unique identifiers and cases. This is the main reason why staff 
praised OBITS. It is also why OBITS is used to populate reports and address inquiries. OBITS analysts ensure 
that the current population is accurately represented in the OBITS dataset and provide checks and 
rechecks to ensure the data stay current.  

TIMELINESS 

OBITS has slight lag in inputting new records and updating movement records from WIN. The lag in the 
new records is primarily due to the quality control checks that are implemented during the input process. 
There is a two-day lag in movement data, as described below, which is because the data are re-entered 
into OBITS from a WIN summary and the data is checked before publishing.  

VALIDITY  

Of the 109 usable OBITS variables, 89.9 percent of variables had formats that matched what was expected. 
The most common discrepancy were date fields that, when pulled, resulted in a numeric non-date format.  

ACCURACY 

The quality control checks on the OBITS data help to ensure that the data are virtually error-free. The two-
person reliability check on the case file entry is a good system for such important data.  

We offer the following caution in regards to WIN movement data. Movement data is entered into WIN by 
staff members with no quality assurance. That data is then printed and transferred to OBITS operators to 
enter manually. OBITS data can only be as good as the WIN data that it originated. To fully evaluate 
accuracy, we would need to evaluate at each data entry point to estimate the accuracy of the data 
process. The more points of manual data entry, the greater likelihood that errors will be introduced in the 
data. To help minimize errors, the process should involve as little manual data entry as possible.  

CONSISTENCY 

A number of data elements in OBITS can be found in WIN. However, the data are not shared between the 
systems. The data that are entered in OBITS are entered manually by the OBITS data team from the 
referral documents received by Intake and Court Services. Some of these data elements are also available 
in WIN but these are exported into WIN directly from Intake and Court Services.  

OBITS also contains movement data that originates from WIN. WIN records movements (e.g., admissions, 
transfers, and departures) in real-time at each facility. This includes permanent and temporary 
movements. The next business day, the Case Services staff in each facility print out the previous day’s 
movements from WIN. The movements are then manually input into the OBITS Daily Movement System. 
The OBITS system does not include multiple movements of the day, so the WIN data is more robust as far 
as tracking movement. However, OBITS staff do reconcile movements for processing. Thus, movement 
data in OBITS are two days behind the day (i.e., movement is updated after 5:00 pm the business day after 
the completed movement).  
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Any system that duplicates data entry of information increases the likelihood that errors will be made. It 
is also inefficient and more costly than having an electronic system that is relational or capable of 
transferring data. 

We found it impossible to compare WIN data elements with OBITS data elements. The WIN Master File 
has 111 variables. The OBITS data set has 109 usable variables. WIN and OBITS data do not share 
conventions in naming their data elements, which makes it difficult to understand if you are comparing 
“apples with apples” or “apples with oranges.” Even the primary DJJ identifier has different names in the 
two datasets – YA_NBR (in OBITS) and YANumber (in WIN). For this analysis, we sought to compare data 
elements in the two datasets that we were reasonably confident originated from the same source. 
However, without a data dictionary for WIN, the matching of variables proved to be impossible. In addition 
to the names of the variables not matching, there was only format agreement for the identifier (e.g., DJJ 
Number). Other similar measures (e.g., names, ethnicity, date of birth) did not have format agreement 
across the two data systems. The OBITS data has a variable “GANG_AFFILIATION” but it did not have the 
variable format to match the WIN variables “Gang”, “Affiliation”, “Gang Clique”, or “moniker”. To properly 
assess the consistency between the two data systems, formal documentation on WIN elements is needed 
to understand the content of the data, so it can be compared with OBITS data.  

MANAGEABLE 

OBITS data are manageable. The data checks and quality control make the data relatively clean for use. 
The elements are easy to understand and the documentation is helpful in the use of the data.  

FLEXIBLE 

The general process of data distribution and entry into OBITS is inefficient. The data from Intake and Court 
Services can be electronically transferred into WIN, but not into OBITS, so it is manually entered into 
OBITS. The data from WIN to OBITS is also manually entered. At the current volume of cases DJJ processes, 
this might not be problematic, but if DJJ increases its population or the number of staffed analyst positions 
should decline, this may create a problem. Regardless, the current process is not as efficient as it could 
be.  

Once data are actually in OBITS, however, the data are flexible. It can be merged with WIN, and CA-YASI 
data, and IBTM attendance sheets. It also includes the relevant identifiers to merge it with DOJ rap sheet 
information.  

USABILITY 

OBITS data has a high degree of usability. We can have reasonable confidence that the data are clean. The 
data values are documented (though the documentation can be improved) and thus the results of the 
data are easy to interpret correctly.   

VALUE 

For research purposes, the OBITS data holds many of the correlates related to offending that would be 
critical for a recidivism or outcome study. These data have also been collected for decades, which makes 
it possible to analyze trends over time. Thus, the OBITS data should be valued highly by the organization. 
Working to ensure that the standard of data entry into this system continues regardless of the specific 
analysts at the helm of the system would be in the best interest of DJJ.  
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WIN 
The Ward Information Network (WIN) is a database, written in the 4D platform, used to enter youth 
information at the facility level. WIN is not a Structured Query Language (SQL) database. SQL databases 
are relational. WIN is not. It is comprised of numerous palettes/tables that each represent a subject area.  
Critically, each subject area is not connected to any other subject area. In other words, the WIN data is 
similar to an electronic version of a paper file. The WIN system has numerous palettes that represent 
various aspects of the youth treatment and incarceration history (e.g., master file, casework information, 
behavior/misconduct, education, gang affiliation).  
 
A long-time DJJ staff member recalls the WIN system coming online with (then) CYA in the late 1980’s or 
early 1990’s. Originally, the system was only intended to be the platform for the CYA school registrar to 
enter credits for transcripts. However, after its adoption, staff members on the living units noted that they 
also needed to log and track items relevant to their duties. By default, the WIN system became the system 
used for this tracking and logging of treatment information. Since that time, it has grown to a massive 
data management tool. 
 
Throughout WIN’s history, there has not been a formal data dictionary or data reference document. Staff 
report that they do not abide by any consistent data entry rules when entering information into WIN. Due 
to WIN’s age and the lack of any formal documentation, there is no one at DJJ who can fully explain the 
system or comprehensively answer data questions (not just for this research study, but also for DJJ staff 
that work in the system daily).   
 
WIN is, arguably, the primary source of data collection at the institutional level.  Staff can enter data into 
terminals all around the facilities. Case managers input notes into the system regularly. It is the system 
where the most detail about a youth’s needs, risks, treatment, and progress are housed. Each tab 
represents a different subject area for the file. The user perspective can best be imagined like a hard copy 
file with different tabs for different areas of a youth’s case. Each tab has entry areas for information 
relevant to that topic (e.g., education tab, mental health, risk and needs, goals). If WIN data is pulled from 
the system, each palette or tab can populate a dataset of subject matter (e.g., WIN’s CA-YASI, WIN’s 
Education, WIN’s Behavior Check palette). 
 
WIN currently holds all of the data that has ever been entered into the system (i.e., it has never been 
purged). Even data if data are no longer entered into certain areas, the data are not removed from the 
system and stored elsewhere. Thus, WIN is a cumbersome system. WIN currently holds 269 structured 
table references. When the data is downloaded from the WIN system, it is stored in 269 tables or palettes 
of information. Of these 269 tables, 26 were accessible to DJJ research personnel. This means that only 
26 of 269 tables were available for potential inclusion in this study. Based on the names of the remaining 
palettes, we assume that many of the other tables are either obsolete data tables or internal WIN-
generated logs and reports. There are some tables/palettes not available to research because permissions 
had not been applied at the time. Without access these palettes, it is impossible to decipher between 
what is not populated and what is not allowed.  

Of the 26 tables we could assess, we received data downloads from six of the 24 tables and samples of 
data from the other 18 tables. Our best assessment is that 20 of the 26 tables have at least some usable 
data in them. Ten of the 26 tables have data in text form that either cannot be extracted or are too 
cumbersome to analyze without significant data restructuring. Two of the tables were too difficult to 
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assess for usability without a larger sample. The data did not seem to offer variation but that could have 
been due to the small sample we received to examine.  

This section details the data quality of the raw data that can be extracted from the back end of WIN. For 
this study, we examine WIN’s palettes for the Master File, CA-YASI, Education, Behavior Check, Minor 
Misconduct, and DDMS. We also provide insight into the other 18 tables for which we received an 
assessable sample.  

Data Management 
DOCUMENTATION 

The WIN system does not have any formal documentation. This is a significant problem. The WIN system 
has been around for decades and there are now 269 tables. There is no documentation to describe what 
is contained in those tables. Everyone using WIN is forced to rely on the knowledge of more experienced 
individuals. As we discovered for this project, there are numerous instances when a person cannot be 
found that is familiar with a variable, its intention, or its measurement properties. The lack of 
documentation makes it very difficult to determine which measures are obsolete and which are currently 
active. Without formal documentation, our only option is to infer the meaning of a mountain of data that 
may have been created decades ago. This is not an appropriate data management technique, especially 
as more time passes and more fields are created.  

Recommendation:  

1) DJJ needs to document WIN fully. Active fields need to be documented. A data dictionary or 
codebook needs to be created to preserve what is currently known for future users. 

2) DJJ needs to invest in a full “cleaning” of WIN. Obsolete data fields need to be identified and 
eliminated from the system.  

TRAINING 

Discussions with staff suggest that there is no formal training curriculum specifically for WIN. Some WIN-
related topics might be covered in the academy and training for new hires, but in-depth information about 
how to collect data and record it in the system is not included in formal instruction. Interviews with new 
staff revealed that they learned how to input data by asking other staff members. However, more 
experienced staff members reported that they believed that newer staff were too reluctant to ask them 
for help. Thus, there is no guarantee that all DJJ staff are entering data into WIN in a uniform and 
consistent manner.  

DJJ staff that use WIN for data analysis purposes or as a data repository report that their knowledge of 
the WIN system came only from information discussions with other, more experienced, staff members. 
Questions about certain metrics require an individual to ask around to other WIN users to know if anyone 
is familiar with the measures.  

Recommendations:  

1) Newer staff indicate that they would benefit from a formal training in WIN. A formal training 
process is not possible unless documentation and cleaning of WIN occurs first. The DJJ training 
team cannot create a training protocol for a system that has no systematic convention.  
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AUDITS/QUALITY CONTROL 

There are no audits or quality control related to WIN data entry. WIN is a case management system where 
many DJJ staff can input data. The data are available in real-time. Many people in the office can access 
the files, write, and add whatever information they want. Nobody is overseeing the quality and 
consistency of items being entered into WIN.  

WIN is full of open-text fields and non-fixed categories that increase the challenges with using it as a 
source of data. This further decreases the data’s quality. Due to the lack of training, documentation, and 
any quality control procedures, there is good reason to suspect that WIN data suffers from data quality 
issues.    

Recommendations: 

1) DJJ should implement quality control checks on data entered into WIN. However, that is not 
possible until documentation is created that explains how data should be entered into WIN. A 
data management plan needs to be created for the system, after which quality control 
mechanisms can be designed.  

HISTORICAL CHANGES 

As far as we have discovered, there is no record of historical changes to the WIN system. This has been 
challenging for some staff members who cannot find any source of reference to understand WIN. This is 
especially relevant to individuals who are interested in using the data collected inside WIN to produce any 
sort of aggregated statistic. To do this, a researcher would need to know how and when variables were 
changed, added, became obsolete, and any history of changes to measurement. Data sharing from WIN 
would be extremely problematic to the receiving entity who would be given no information to accompany 
the massive dataset.  

Recommendations: 

1) Historical changes should be included in a data management plan. It is possible that the division 
that is responsible for maintaining WIN, EIS, might have some record of historical changes (this is 
not confirmed). CDCR’s EIS is responsible for changing the platform and providing programmers 
for WIN (and OBITS). Otherwise, a historical record should be created with a data management 
plan.  

Data Quality 
COMPLETE 

We analyzed data from six WIN palettes for this assessment. Table 1 summarizes the number of variables, 
records and percent complete, valid, and usable of each WIN data sheet. The percent complete represents 
the proportion of variables in each palette that had some variation in data (i.e., were populated and the 
data could have more than one value). The tables ranged in completeness from 55.7 percent (WIN Master 
File), 60.5 percent (education), 66.8 percent (DDMS), 82.4 percent (Behavior Check), 85.7 percent (WIN 
CA-YASI), to 90.5 percent (WIN Minor Misconduct). Some of these measures may still be populated 
measures that are not frequently occurring (but still important to collect for administrative reasons). 
Other measures may be variables that are not used anymore, but we cannot confirm without data 
documentation.  
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TABLE 1. WARD INFORMATION NETWORK (WIN) SUMMARY OF DATA QUALITY BY PALETTE 

 Master CA-YASI Education Behavior 
Check 

Minor 
Misconduct 

DDMS 

Variables 122 21 200 17 21 140 
Records 165 2,102 165 195,503 38,308 12,648 
       
Complete 55.7% 85.7% 60.5% 82.4% 90.5% 66.8% 
Validity 81.1% 90.4% 90.5% 100% 66.7% 73.2% 
Usability 40.2% 80.9% 55.0% 64.7% 83.3% 56.1% 

 

UNIQUE 

It is difficult to assess uniqueness in this particular sample because the sample represents only a subset 
of DJJ youth. The data were matched to a roster of a sample of youth, so by the sampling criteria alone, 
the dataset will only have individuals who met our criteria. This was done by the DJJ research personnel 
so any issues with uniqueness would have been solved prior to our receiving the data.   

TIMELINESS 

WIN is DJJ’s most timely data system. Staff enter information directly into WIN terminals. Most staff 
around DJJ agree that WIN contains the most up-to-date information on the youth. The CA-YASI 
information that is available in WIN is not from the data sent from ORBIS (as described later), but from 
data manually entered by staff after they receive results from the CA-YASI data entered in the software. 
WIN includes the most up-to-date movement history, treatment history, disciplinary status, educational 
reports, and various other dimensions of the youth’s record.  

VALIDITY 

A review of the variable formats shows that a majority of the variables conform to the expected format 
(see Table 1). The proportion of valid data by palette range from 66.7 percent (Minor Misconduct) to 100 
percent (Behavior Check). This does not include any open-ended text fields that could not be extracted 
from the palette. The most common error found are dates that are formatted as a time variable. The 
second most common error are open-ended text strings that do not have fixed categories. This was 
common for measures with names where staff member names appear in multiple formats (e.g., “John 
Smith,” “john smith”, “JOHN SMITH”, “John Smith, YCC”).  

ACCURACY 

The accuracy of WIN data is the most significant question. The lack of quality control checks are of 
particular concern to DJJ staff familiar with the data systems. WIN is an open system for staff working with 
youth.  Over the years that WIN has been used, hundreds of staff members have entered data. There are 
no WIN data entry rules or requirements. There are no audits, data checks, or other quality control 
mechanisms in place either in the facilities or at the DJJ Headquarters. WIN data are not aggregated often 
for use beyond a file maintenance system. Given a conservative estimate of 25 years of unchecked data 
entry, there is strong reason to suspect that the accuracy and consistency of WIN data is problematic. 
There is no good way for us to assess the degree of accuracy of the data because we do not have an 
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alternative data source to verify the types of data that WIN captures. Even the paper files that are 
maintained by the DJJ facilities are often printed copies of WIN entries. Therein lies the problem with WIN. 

In short, WIN is a system that holds a tremendous amount of data for DJJ that cannot be verified for 
accuracy at all. If WIN data were more frequently used for aggregated data analysis, problems with the 
data would reveal themselves. This could allow for the large-scale cleaning of the data, and slowly, more 
confidence in the data’s accuracy could be established.  

CONSISTENCY 

There is very little consistency apparent in WIN data. First, data elements captured in WIN can have 
different variable names than data captured in other DJJ data systems, even when they originate from the 
same source (e.g., OBITS and WIN data that reflect Case and Intake Service data) or refer to the same data 
elements (e.g., CA-YASI and WIN data).  

WIN data are not relational, so we know that the same data are not being shared in multiple places. 
However, without documentation, there is no way to know where the data originate. Also, variables can 
have different labels when pulled out of the WIN system than the labels used to put data into WIN. For 
example, a DJJ staff member may be prompted to provide a “gang name” on the interface in WIN, but 
when those data are pulled out of WIN by analysts, the variable name assigned to that piece of data may 
be something completely different. It makes it very hard for someone to map which data element goes 
with which resulting variable. The lack of a codebook or data documentation worsens the problem. 
Because the data system is so old, the programmer that made those changes may no longer be with CDCR.  

Recommendations: 

1) Create a mapping table for the front and back end of WIN data as part of the documentation. 
Moving forward, ensure consistency in labeling data elements.  

MANAGEABLE 

The WIN system is managed for DJJ by CDCR’s Enterprise Information Services (EIS) team. Any changes to 
the architecture of the program would be done by that team. The platform cannot be manipulated by DJJ 
staff. EIS staff familiar with WIN indicate that the platform itself is actually capable of performing to DJJ’s 
needs, but that the WIN system has, over the years, been built up in a way that prohibits it. If WIN were 
broken down and redesigned, even in the 4D platform, it would be far more user friendly and capable of 
aggregating data and reporting. The expertise and time to accomplish that has not yet been available. It 
has been difficult for EIS and DJJ to find and hire any programmer that has experience using WIN’s 4D 
platform. This has meant that any requests for changes in WIN cannot be managed as quickly and 
efficiently as would be useful. This problem is only going to get worse as the program gets older and a 
qualified programmer becomes more obscure.  

Without the assistance of EIS, it appears to be extremely difficult for DJJ staff to pull meaningful research 
data out of WIN in a usable format. Most DJJ staff in the facilities lack the skill set to manipulate large data 
systems. Even staff with extensive experience working with and analyzing data have a difficult time 
working with WIN data. Thus, it is clear that WIN is not an easily manageable data system.   

We also learned that WIN data have never been archived, meaning that WIN still holds all of the data 
entered since its inception. This explains why an analyst attempting to pull data (without a specified 
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sample) will use massive amount of computing resources waiting for the data to process. For example, 
Table 1 shows that for our sample of 165 youth, there are 195,503 records in the behavior check table. 
This means that there could be millions of records in that file that represent all current and prior youth in 
DJJ. The resources required to analyze that much data is significant and without an archiving strategy, will 
just continue to become more serious.  

Recommendations: 

1) Design a plan for archiving WIN data.  

FLEXIBLE 

WIN data is currently a minimally flexible data system. The WIN master file includes the DJJ Number as an 
identifier. The other WIN palettes do not include the DJJ Number as an identifier to link files. The other 
WIN palettes assign a WIN generated identifier. Users of WIN data would have to link that data from all 
of the palettes together using the WIN identifier, including the WIN master file, and then use the DJJ 
Number in the WIN master file to link the data with any other DJJ data file.  

USABILITY 

Table 1 provides the percent of usable variables by palette that were identified in this study. Measures 
might have been deemed unusable because they were not populated, have significant missing data, or 
the purpose of the variable could not be established (even by asking DJJ personnel). If a measure was an 
open text field that lacked uniformity or formatting, it was considered “half” usable in this calculation. 
This is an “optimistic” measure of usability because it does not take into consideration the quality of the 
data entry of the measures that remain. Even with this overestimate of usability, there are significant 
issues with even the prospect of usability of WIN data for many palettes. It is important to know that the 
number of total palettes available for this evaluation is only a fraction of the palettes available in WIN. 
The rest remain a relative mystery. They are likely unpopulated, but that cannot be confirmed because 
DJJ research did not have access to the vast majority of the palettes.  

From our basic review, WIN is usable to DJJ as a data repository. It is not currently usable to DJJ as a 
dataset or basis for data analysis. WIN data could be usable for analysis to a research body with expertise, 
staffing and resources to work with big data. Even for a research organization, the WIN data poses 
numerous problems, but that organization would have the time and the resources to work on these issues. 
The bigger problem is that it is costly and inefficient to rely on outside entities to handle the data.  

If WIN were completely retooled or replaced with a more modern system, DJJ could handle most of its 
performance assessments internally. This would be a great cost-savings to DJJ in the long term. More 
importantly, it would equip DJJ with the information that it needs, when it needs it, to make informed 
decisions about its organization.  

In interviews, staff consistently reported frustration with WIN. Discussing WIN elicited expletives from 
some, long sighs from others, and one respondent said that the WIN system “hurts the soul.” Most staff 
lament their inability to get anything out of WIN that they need. Most resort to looking up youth’s records 
and counting the number of times the relevant event occurred. These are functions that even the simplest 
systems can handle, but cannot currently be computed in WIN (without program assistance from EIS).  
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WIN data can be used for research purposes if it is downloaded in batches and used in a separate software 
program. In practice, few DJJ staff can pull the aggregate data out of the back end of the WIN system. It 
requires time and a degree of data analysis expertise that most DJJ staff do not have.  It is challenging 
even for a trained statistician. The lack of documentation and data rules aside, data from WIN have other 
issues. First, many WIN variables are free-formatted text fields, which do not easily convert into usable 
analyzable data. Second, WIN was never intended for research purposes, so the size and structure of the 
data do not lend themselves to this purpose. Third, WIN does not consistently use the conventional DJJ 
identifier to link records either within palettes or to other DJJ databases like OBITS or CA-YASI. The Ward 
Master File includes the DJJ Number, but the other palettes use a WIN specific identifier not captured in 
other datasets.  
 
VALUE 

WIN data is very valuable to the data analysis needs of DJJ, if it were usable. WIN is the largest repository 
of data. It includes almost all aspects of the youths’ treatment history. However, the data in WIN are not 
of sufficient quality to have confidence in analysis. We would advise DJJ to prioritize improving the quality 
of WIN data so it can be used for research purposes. It would significantly increase the efficiency of its 
assessments, reduce the workload of its personnel, provide better record keeping and treatment 
histories, and could be used in outcome analyses.   

 

General WIN Recommendations: 

The WIN system needs a complete overhaul. This could come in one of two ways: 1) WIN could be replaced 
entirely by a new system, or 2) WIN could be reconfigured from scratch. According to experts familiar with 
the WIN platform, WIN has the capabilities to be a useful data management tool but the WIN system was 
not built up in the most effective way. It has been patched together over several decades. WIN could be 
retooled if experts took it apart and rebuilt it from the base to make it capable of the data aggregation 
and reporting that DJJ needs.  

It is beyond the scope of this report to estimate the cost of improving or replacing the WIN system. 
However, we recommend seriously considering the resources, time, and the future needs of DJJ. DJJ has 
had difficulty hiring programmers with 4D experience to work with the system because the platform is old 
and not as popular in the United States. As more time passes, it may become even more difficult finding 
any new programmers with familiarity with this platform. Thus, even if WIN has the capabilities of being 
redesigned to meet the needs of DJJ, it may not be worth the time, cost, and effort to find programmers 
that can work with it. It may be easier and a better long-term solution to replace the program with a more 
popular platform that can fulfill DJJ’s current needs and be modified for its future.  

To get the WIN system to a place where accuracy can be assessed the following must take place: 

1) Obsolete tables, palettes, and variables must be removed. WIN should only produce tables 
that are populated (i.e., not just clean the data entry system but the back-end data populated 
tables). 

2) Old, but useable WIN data need to be archived and should not include the entire history of 
WIN.  
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3) Data documentation must be created. The documentation must include variables and value 
labels (including missing). The documentation should also include the source of the data 
element because WIN data palettes are so expansive. 

4) A mapping table of data entry to data export needs to be created. Staff complain that it is too 
difficult to figure out where the data they enter into WIN is produced when data are exported 
because variable names do not always match. There needs to be a map that investigates and 
specifies this information for users.  

5) Variable formats should be fixed as often as possible. Open-ended text fields can be shorted 
or usable flags can be included for future data analysis.  

6) A data management plan must be written that includes data entry rules for DJJ staff members. 
7) An audit schedule should be implemented. A random check-recheck system of data entry 

should be implemented.  
8) The previous steps get current WIN data into a place where it is feasible it can be used by an 

outside research agency. To allow DJJ to best utilize their own data, the WIN platform needs 
to be replaced or rebuilt to support relational tables. Certain data items like DJJ Number, 
Name, Date of Birth, Commitment Offense, Earliest Possible Release Date, or Current Location 
are vital pieces of information that impact multiple palettes in WIN (i.e., education, mental 
health, master file) and they should not be re-entered by multiple people. They should be 
entered in one palette and then fixed on all of the other data entry screens. This reduces the 
likelihood of data entry errors, and reduces the number of times the measure has to be 
created. The updated system needs to provide basic query tools for summaries and sorting 
and other items that an individual with basic skills can utilize quickly.  

9) Whatever program or process DJJ decides to take, at a minimum, the WIN system (or its 
replacement) needs to be as usable as more common place tools like Excel with drop downs 
or menu options to run queries and simple data runs that can quickly produce information to 
the people running living units or working daily with youth.  
 

IBTM Participation Records 
The Integrated Behavioral Treatment Model (IBTM) is the current overarching treatment philosophy of 
DJJ. IBTM includes a number of components like integration of key players in youths’ lives, identifying risks 
and needs, bringing about behavioral change with modeling and evidence-based, cognitive-behavioral 
programs, and maintaining fidelity in the model with trainings, coaching and monitoring. As part of IBTM 
there are a series of formal programs that were adopted by DJJ. Programs are taught by staff on the living 
units. Youths’ participation in programming in DJJ is collected using sign-in sheets at each program session. 
These data are then entered into Excel spreadsheets. The earliest IBTM participation records that we 
received for this evaluation were from January 2016. The history and evolution of sign-in records for IBTM 
programming, to our knowledge, has not been formally recorded. DJJ staff indicated that program 
participation recording began in 2009, but the earliest sign-in forms that could be located was 2014. The 
standardization and initiation of participation sheets in Excel began January 2016. It is not clear if 
attendance sheets prior to 2016 were entered into electronic format. Any records prior to 2016 were not 
included in this evaluation.   
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Data Management 
DOCUMENTATION 

The formal documentation that comes with IBTM participation records is provided by the Division of 
Juvenile Justice and includes:  

- DJJ Intervention Group Sign-In and Reporting Form (January 2015) 
- Data Input Workbook (2016) that provides the variables and values captured from the 

Intervention Group Sign-In and Reporting Form.  

The facilitator records the participants in the group for each session on the DJJ Intervention Group Sign-
In and Reporting Form (“sign-in sheet”). Youth then sign the sign-in sheet. Information accuracy is verified 
by a senior or supervisory staff member. The sign-in sheets include youth identifiers like DJJ Number and 
name as well as date, facility, living unit, group name, group topic, module, session, date, start time, end 
time, drop date, input date, and name of data entry person. 

The information on the sign-in sheets is then entered into Excel worksheets. DJJ staff provided the 
research team with technical notes that reflect the participation data and data relationships. The 
document is 22-pages long and dated August 2016.  

TRAINING 

DJJ staff that facilitate programs are trained in the protocol for running intervention programs. Each 
facilitator knows that they are to complete the sign-in sheet for every session. Facility analysts enter 
attendance records into the excel worksheets. These analysts then drop the worksheets into shared 
folders, which allows the worksheets to be accessed by others. To the best of our knowledge, there is no 
formal training program for DJJ analysts regarding the input of these sign-in sheets into Excel other than 
on-the-job instruction.   

AUDITS/QUALITY CONTROL 

The accuracy of attendance logs is supposed to go through layers of checks. The sign-in logs are sent to 
senior DJJ staff in the institutions to check for completion. The sheets are picked up off a shared drive by 
DJJ headquarters who checks to see if dates match and other quality control issues. Then, they are 
dropped into a shared folder with the IBTM team whose analysts input the sheets into Excel. Generally, 
the process of data entry of program information runs two months behind.  

A final check could come from the DJJ Research Specialist who cross matches the OBITs data to check the 
value of the identifiers. If there are problems, the data are sent back to the IBTM team for questions and 
errors. The error checking of IBTM data by research specialists used to be done regularly when the DJJ 
research positions were both staffed. The last time this was completed was November 2017.  

HISTORICAL CHANGES 

We could not identify any documents that keep a record of historical changes to the process of capturing 
IBTM treatment program attendance. The timeline and process that we put together was done verbally 
in conversation with staff members in various DJJ positions.  
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Data Quality 
COMPLETE 

It is difficult to determine the degree to which the IBTM treatment data is complete. We did not have the 
original paper sign-in sheets to compare to the data entered into the Excel spreadsheets, nor could we 
assess the accuracy of the sign-in sheets themselves. More importantly, the technique of data entry 
includes the use of blank cells to indicate true information, so an analysis of missing data would not 
necessarily reveal missing data. The Excel spreadsheets are designed so that the rows indicate a youth 
record and the columns indicate a session in the program. Each spreadsheet captures the attendance 
information for one program. For example, the Counterpoint program has 33 sessions, so the 
Counterpoint attendance spreadsheet has 33 columns. Each youth should have a start date entered (i.e., 
the date they were enrolled in the program) and each time they completed a session the date of their 
attendance should be entered in the column of the corresponding session title. If a youth did not complete 
the session of the course, the cell would remain blank. Thus, a blank cell could indicate either missing data 
or the failure to attend a session. Thus, it would not make sense to assess “complete” data based on the 
percent of missing data per column as would be applicable to other datasets.  

Recommendation:  

1) We recommend changing data entry protocol to include for an entry code (with a reason) for the 
missing session. This would also offer insight into the reasons that youth miss programming. This 
is particularly important because, according to DJJ policy, if a youth misses any session in a 
program, they are considered to have not “completed” the program. There is no formal 
mechanism by which the youth could “make-up” the lost session. Therefore, it would be 
informative for DJJ to understand the most common reasons youth miss program sessions. It 
could be for reasons out of the youth’s control (e.g., conflicting appointment, injury, visitation) or 
it could be for reasons within the youth’s control (e.g., behavior issue, refusal to attend). Requiring 
data input in all available cells would provide added insight into the behavior of youth and it would 
allow for future analysis of missing data for IBTM treatment data. Both would significantly 
improve the quality of the data.  

UNIQUE 

The current data entry rules of IBTM attendance allows for individuals to be entered multiple times in the 
same spreadsheet. Youth can be assigned to the same program repeatedly. This might occur if the youth 
moves facilities or housing units. Reassignment could occur if youth fail to complete the program. Youth 
who successfully complete the program may also be reassigned if their treatment team believes it would 
be in their best interest. 

Regarding treatment history data, it is not critical that each individual have only one record in a dataset, 
but it is important that if multiple records exist for the same individual, they indicate a new cycle of 
programming. The issue of determining uniqueness will be discussed in the “accuracy” section.  
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TIMELINESS 

It was not formally investigated, but staff interviews suggest that the sign-in sheets are completed in the 
actual treatment session, thus the data are captured in a timely manner. However, the timeliness of data 
entry is an important issue because there is no possibility for data analysis until it is entered into the Excel 
spreadsheets. In this regard, IBTM spreadsheets are not timely. The data are not available for processing 
until months after the data are captured. 

When DJJ had two analysts, entering sign-in sheets into Excel, the estimate for the lag between data 
capture and data entry was approximately two months. Recently, one of the DJJ analyst positions became 
vacant and the time to data entry extended to about five to six months. It is difficult to have any 
meaningful understanding of a youth’s treatment history if his/her official record of program participation 
is not available until six months after his/her attendance. DJJ staff need this kind of information for case 
conferences, parole board hearings, and other assessments that they continuously do of the youth, so 
timeliness of data entry of programming data is an area that needs improvement. Recommendations  for 
improvement are offered in the “accuracy” section. 

VALIDITY 

The IBTM treatment data has moderate face validity. The different program spreadsheets have different 
specifications depending on the design of the program, but the general layout of each sheet is similar. 
However, the sheets are not set up to have fixed fields during data entry (i.e., analysts enter free text in 
each cell). As a result, in some date fields a location code or some other form of non-date formed date is 
provided. This could be done in error, but it appears it is often done in an attempt to provide more 
information. This can lead to issues of accuracy, consistency, and manageability as detailed in the next 
sections. In working with IBTM spreadsheets, we can tell that some of the fields have embedded metadata 
that are distinct from other spreadsheets. This means that code for batch processing will not work.  

Recommendation: 

1) The spreadsheets need to be truly standardized. This would mean each sheet is saved in the same 
format and with the same metadata. This would improve the ease and efficiency of data analysis. 
This is especially important with these spreadsheets because the faster they can be updated, the 
faster staff can use the treatment data for the youths’ cases.  

ACCURACY 

Our biggest concern with IBTM treatment data is the accuracy. Despite the quality control procedures 
described in previous sections, the data that we received for this study suffered from the most serious 
accuracy issue – errors in youth identifiers. It may be that this was due to the rushed nature of the data 
entry. As stated prior, data entry was five to six months behind after only one analyst was available. These 
data were critical for this evaluation, so DJJ staff made a concerted effort to increase the speed of data 
entry, which may have increased data entry errors and decreased the likelihood that the data went 
through any quality control.  
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We reviewed the IBTM records for all the programs for male youth in DJJ facilities4 including specialized 
units (e.g., mental health, behavioral treatment, or sex offender treatment). We included program records 
since the standardization in Excel in 2016. There were 32 different spreadsheets included in this analysis, 
but three of those spreadsheets had no records in it (i.e., showed no youth participating in that program). 
In total, there were 9,094 entries of youth in a program across the different spreadsheets. Each youth 
could be represented multiple times in the same program spreadsheet and/or across different program 
records. Unique identifiers (i.e., DJJ number and name) could link treatment participation records to the 
other data systems. However, because IBTM program records are entered by hand into Excel 
spreadsheets without fixed fields and minimal quality controls, there is a potential for significant errors.  

We ONLY calculated the error rate involving unique identifiers across records. Identifier errors are the 
most serious because identifiers are the only way to give credit to youth that have earned it, link records, 
and create a “treatment history” for each youth. There were 171 errors related to DJJ number and/or 
name in the 9,094 records, or an error rate of 1.9 percent. Again, this only reflects two data entry points 
(name and DJJ number), thus we would expect that an analysis of all of the IBTM data would yield a higher 
error rate.  

Examples of the ID and name discrepancies include: 

- The same DJJ number assigned to people with different names.  
- The same name assigned to people with different DJJ numbers. 
- A youth with multiple last or first names that are entered differently across different records. 
- Typos in youth name. 
- Typos in DJJ numbers (usually one digit off) 
- Duplicate records for the same individual. This error is actually quite concerning because we could 

only find it because there was a slight typo in the name of the person. Had there not been a typo 
in the name, it would likely not have been discovered. It would have been recorded in the data as 
an individual enrolling and completing the program twice (which is possible to do in DJJ).  

 

Because of the nature of IBTM data collection, it takes time to remedy an ID number and name 
discrepancy. Once the data are entered into Excel, it becomes nearly impossible to go back to the original, 
hard-copy sign-in sheet to check where the error occurred. Recall that the hard copy sign-in sheets are 
collected at each session but data entry into Excel is captured at the program level. The discrepancy of 
the ID and Name could have happened, theoretically, at any of the sessions. Once the original data are 
not available for crosschecking, it becomes an educated guess to decipher what information was correct 
and attribute it to a youth.  

To solve these issues, it took multiple people, searching multiple databases, to figure out how to correctly 
identify and attribute the records. Some of these errors might be caught by careful quality control. Some 
errors would only be caught when someone is attempting to aggregate the data or match records to 
create a treatment record for each individual. Some of the errors may never be caught, as stated above, 
if a duplicate record for an individual was included but it had a valid ID and name, our coding would have 
counted it as programming time because duplicate records are allowed in IBTM logs.  

                                                            
4 This analysis does not include youth that program in the Young Adult Program offered in DJJ facilities.  
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 Recommendations: 

1) The data entry process and interface can be changed to limit the likelihood of any of these errors. 
This should be the primary concern for IBTM data because correct attribution of treatment data 
to youth should be a paramount concern for DJJ. DJJ could work with Visual Basic to place a 
functional “face sheet” on the Excel spreadsheets for data entry purposes. This could fix fields and 
provide safeguards on the data. 

2) With a face sheet interface, the spreadsheets could be used for data entry purposes (given to staff 
to check list attendance). This would increase efficiency and accuracy. It would also require less 
staff to be manually entering data.  

3) The cleaner Excel sheets could then be sent up to headquarters to merge and sort data by person 
and not by program (which makes it more functional for data analysis).  

CONSISTENCY 

The IBTM worksheets appear to be consistent, but are not. The sheets are not designed to have fixed 
fields during data entry (i.e., analysts enter free text in each cell). As a result, text fields can have extra 
spaces or other formatting that make it difficult to work with. Also, the sheets vary in the version of Excel 
that was used, so there are formatting inconsistencies among the different versions as well as embedded 
metadata that is difficult to decipher in some of the sheets.  

MANAGEABLE 

The current set up of the IBTM treatment sheets by program is not particularly useful to answer questions 
about treatment effectiveness. Anyone interested in the impact of treatment on youth behavior would 
want the programming data entered by person and not by unit (as the sign-in sheets are designed) or by 
program (as the Excel spreadsheets are designed). Therefore, to make a person-based treatment history, 
code has to be written that can read and reformulate the treatment history data to a person-based record.  

Despite the appearance of uniformity across the spreadsheets, the consistency issues noted above make 
it so that code must be written individually for each program spreadsheet instead of batch for all 
spreadsheets. This is cumbersome and extremely inefficient. It makes it very time consuming to 
manipulate the data for research purposes. This process is confirmed by DJJ personnel that attempt to 
use the data for their own internal purposes.  

FLEXIBLE 

In its raw state, the IBTM treatment sheets are not flexible or compatible with other DJJ datasets. With 
data conversions (like the one described in the previous section) the data could be an excellent 
complement to other DJJ data and DOJ recidivism records, but the work to convert the data is time- 
consuming and requires specialized technical skills.  

USABILITY 

In the Excel spreadsheet form, the IBTM treatment data is not particularly usable other than as a visual 
record of programming. It would be extremely work intensive for an individual to attempt to piece 
together a full treatment history for a youth by manually examining all the spreadsheets without a 
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systematic program. The transformation of the treatment data into usable, flexible, and manageable data 
requires an investment of significant time and resources.  

VALUE 

The value of treatment data cannot be overstated. To understand if treatment in DJJ is improving youth 
behavior, there must be a complete record of treatment. The IBTM sign-in sheets hold the most 
comprehensive data on youth treatment, but the data are of very little value unless they can be 
transformed into a version that can be easily interpreted and appended to each youth’s record.  

 

CA-YASI 
California Youth Assessment Screening Instrument (CA-YASI) is the risk and needs assessment tool used 
by DJJ. It was created by Orbis Partners Inc. (Orbis) for DJJ in 2008. CA-YASI is an instrument adapted to 
the needs of the high-risk population that DJJ serves. CA-YASI has been calibrated to reflect the needs of 
a population with a wider age range and more serious offense histories. The original instrument included 
115 items that assessed youth risks, needs, and protective factors in various domains (i.e., legal history, 
correctional response, aggression/violence, social networks, substance use, attitudes, adaptive skills, 
family, education/employment, and health).  In 2016, at the request of DJJ, Orbis streamlined CA-YASI for 
ease of administration. DJJ is currently using the streamlined version of CA-YASI that features 89 items. 
  
DJJ staff do CA-YASI assessments during intake and regularly throughout youths’ commitment. CA-YASI is 
scored based on a file review and a semi-structured youth interview. From this information, trained DJJ 
staff member scores the instrument. The instrument has both static and dynamic factors. Most items are 
scored on a 5-point Likert scale (i.e., high risk to high protection) and other as a checklist or yes/no-type 
indicators. DJJ staff complete CA-YASI on the computerized dashboard that Orbis hosts. The program 
analyzes the responses and produces a “wheel” of risks, needs, and strengths/protective factors for each 
youth. DJJ staff can print this wheel and add it to the youth’s field file. From this wheel, counselors and 
other members of the youth’s treatment team, along with the youth, create goals and actions plans for 
the youth as part of their treatment program. Risk scores and protective factors produced by CA-YASI are 
also used to inform housing decisions in DJJ (e.g., assignment to high core or low core units).  
 
The raw data entered into the CA-YASI dashboard is collected and stored by Orbis. Previously, Orbis sent 
a dataset that included the summary scores of each risk and need domains to the Office of Research each 
month. CDCR’s Office of Research would add identifiers from OBITS to the CA-YASI file, then send the data 
file to the DJJ research department. This would allow the DJJ research staff to review or utilize the raw 
data for analysis if they desired. The raw data that reflects the individual items that make up each 
summary scale can be provided by Orbis if requested by DJJ, but is not part of the regular monthly data 
transfer. In the last year, CDCR’s Office of Research decided that it would no longer receive Orbis data. 
Instead, DJJ was to receive data directly from Orbis. However, due to complications with firewall 
protections, DJJ did not receive its monthly data transfers for many months.   
 
This report focuses on CA-YASI as a source of data for DJJ. We will examine how the data are stored, 
transmitted, and the degree of usability of the data that is being produced. The quality of CA-YASI as a risk 
assessment instrument is beyond the scope of this report and will be the subject of a future report 
examining Risk Assessment in DJJ.  
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Data Management 
DOCUMENTATION 

Formal documentation written by Orbis in regards to CA-YASI includes:  

- Instrument – streamlined (2016) and original (2008) 
- Data Dictionary – individual level items (no date) and for summary scale (2016) 
- Scoring Guide (2016) 
- Streamlining Methodology (2015) – a description of the testing and statistical assessment of 

the change from the original CA-YASI to the streamlined version.  

Orbis does a good job of providing documentation for the users of CA-YASI to understand the data 
elements that would be present in the data sets that are produced from the CA-YASI assessments.  

TRAINING 

Orbis sends trainers to DJJ to train their trainers in CA-YASI. These DJJ trainers become certified by Orbis 
to train DJJ staff who will be administering CA-YASI to the youth. Orbis provides a training manual with 
the curriculum for users. As part of the certification process, DJJ trainers must send in video recordings of 
them demonstrating the necessary skills. Orbis also observes the DJJ trainers as they deliver a training to 
a classroom of other DJJ staff and offer feedback. Once the Orbis team leaves, DJJ is responsible for 
training its staff on its own schedule. This evaluation does not assess the content or quality of the training 
provided for CA-YASI.  

DATA AUDIT/QUALITY CONTROL 

Orbis regularly sends DJJ copies of the summary scores of the CA-YASI tool. DJJ sends ORBIS a copy of the 
roster of their current institutionalized population and ORBIS matches data to that roster and transmits it 
back to DJJ. Orbis confirms that they do not manipulate the data that they receive from the program in 
any way. However, during the process of matching the data to the roster that is sent, Orbis does indicate 
when key match variables do not agree with CA-YASI data. CA-YASI files that are sent back to DJJ has 
variables of “corrected” fields like Name, Date of Birth, and other identifiers. These are populated when 
an identifying variable from the roster sent by DJJ does not exactly match the data that is input from CA-
YASI software.  

At the DJJ level, there is no indication that there is much quality control at the data entry level aside from 
the vigilance, if any, of the staff member conducting the assessment. There are systematic checks to 
ensure that staff are conducting CA-YASI at regular intervals (as indicated by policy). Otherwise, we are 
not aware of any formal audit procedure used by DJJ to assess how staff use the CA-YASI system after 
they have been trained (or over time).  

Generally, quality control at the DJJ level is more important because Orbis has no control over the data 
entered into their systems. If the data entered into CA-YASI is low quality, Orbis will never know because 
they will only be gathering raw data points entered into its system and then sending those poor-quality 
data back to DJJ.  
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DOCUMENTATION OF HISTORICAL CHANGES 

A historical record of the changes to the database or structure of CA-YASI should exist if the software or 
algorithm of CA-YASI changes. Orbis should have those changes in its records. Orbis should only change 
the platform if it was/is contracted to do so. DJJ does not maintain any historical changes of the data 
system except for changes to versions of the formal documentation that accompany different versions of 
the systems.  

Data Quality 
COMPLETE 

The CA-YASI dataset has 44 variables. Of those 44 variables, two were identifiers, 11 were demographic 
information provided by DJJ and added on to CA-YASI data, five variables carried information about the 
administration of CA-YASI, and the remaining 26 were summary scales from CA-YASI. Four of the 26 CA-
YASI variables indicated whether case planning and goals had been set after the meeting.  

CA-YASI data is complete for almost all of the cases we reviewed. In the sample of data we received with 
1,874 CA-YASI records, 4.9 percent of CA-YASI records were missing from the 26 summary scale variables. 
The four CA-YASI variables regarding case planning and goals were not populated with data.  The 
demographic variables have a range of missing data from zero percent (First and Last Name) to 58.9 
percent (Facility). The demographic variables stem from DJJ datasets that are matched with CA-YASI data.  

UNIQUE 

The CA-YASI dataset provides numerous cases for each individual youth. There is a record for each CA-
YASI administration. Thus, uniqueness would not be measured this way. Instead, it is most important that 
cases are linked by their unique identifiers and that all identifying information is consistently assigned. 
CA-YASI data have variables that indicate “Corrected” versions of identifiers like YA Number, First Name, 
Last Name, and Date of Birth as stated earlier. This process assists in ensuring that the records are unique 
and accurate. The rate of corrected records ranges from 3.6 percent (Date of Birth), 14.9 percent (Last 
Name), 18.9 percent (First Name). Without this Orbis process of data cleaning, there would be significant 
number of records that would be difficult to use. This layer of quality control helps the data remain usable. 
However, the proportion of incorrect identifying information is troublesome. It is worth considering ways 
to limit the number of data entry errors prior to requiring the quality control checks at Orbis.  

TIMELINESS 

DJJ caseworkers complete CA-YASI by conducting a file review, a referral document review, and an 
interview with the youth. Once this is complete, the caseworker enters the data into the CA-YASI program 
and produces the wheel of needs that is used to create the youth’s goals and action steps. There are 
policies that govern the dates by which case conferences must be completed. It is not clear to us if there 
is any documentation that indicates how much time should lapse between the collection of information 
and when the data is entered into the CA-YASI program. The Orbis data include two dates related to CA-
YASI administration: 1) the date CA-YASI was administered and 2) the date CA-YASI data were entered 
into the system. One measure of timeliness is the time between the administration of the tool and when 
the data were entered into the system. An analysis of this measure reveals data entry errors. Of the 1,874 
CA-YASI administrations for the 165 youth in the sample, the average days between administration and 
date entry was -1.76 (SD = 18.35). This is problematic because staff cannot enter data before they 
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administer the instrument. The data show that 4.7 percent of entries (n=88) have this error. An analysis 
of the data without those with errors in the record, show that, on average, it takes less than one day from 
administration to entering the data (mean = .77, SD = 4.08, Min = 0 days, Max = 64 days). 

For timeliness related to receiving data files from Orbis, see manageable below.  

VALIDITY 

CA-YASI data has high face validity. The summary statistics fall within the range indicated by their 
documentation. CA-YASI scales are all numeric indicators that produce a summary scale that can be 
analyzed. As stated prior, the individual level items for the streamlined version of CA-YASI were not 
available to analyze for this evaluation and, thus, we cannot explore the properties of the summary scales. 
However, as the results of the timeliness dimension suggest, just because the data are valid, does not 
mean that they are accurate (or error free).  

ACCURACY 

Accuracy refers to the degree the data actually describes the object or event that is being described. In 
the case of CA-YASI it is the degree to which the entered data truly reflect the risk, needs, and protective 
factors of the youth. This question requires its own evaluation. Previous evaluations on the full version of 
CA-YASI raised questions about DJJ staff’s ability to score CA-YASI accurately (see Kennealy, Skeem, & 
Hernandez, 2016). The research concluded that after training, only 59 percent of DJJ staff scored CA-YASI 
with “good” accuracy. Subscales that required more subjectivity had the lowest accuracy. Staff accuracy 
with CA-YASI diminished with more years of experience. This evaluation was conducted on the full-version 
of CA-YASI, but there is no evidence offered to suggest that scoring accuracy is higher for the streamlined 
version of CA-YASI.  

Interviews with DJJ staff revealed that staff have serious reservations as to the accuracy of the tool. This 
opinion was shared by most of the staff that administer CA-YASI in the facilities. This sentiment was even 
shared by DJJ administrators at DJJ Headquarters who have witnessed CA-YASI administrations in the 
facilities. When probed about the potential issues with CA-YASI, staff stated that they believed the tool 
was too subjective and that the results of CA-YASI vary depending on which staff member administered 
the tool. According to interviews, numerous factors can influence the data entered into the CA-YASI 
program. For example, staff can vary the length of their interview, differ in their prior knowledge of the 
youth, have different interpretation of the questions, and differ in length of experience. Staff were also 
skeptical that changes in youth scores reflected an actual change in risk or needs.  According to staff 
reports, changes in youth scores may be due to the staff performing the assessment as opposed to actual 
change in risk or needs.   

Multiple staff indicated their concerns about some of the CA-YASI items. They described the wording of 
some questions as “not applicable” to their population or expressed their discomfort in choosing some of 
the response categories. These concerns are particularly relevant to CA-YASI reassessments while the 
youth are incarcerated. One staff member offered the following example. In the Social Networks domain, 
there is an indicator of Social Activity where one of the response categories is “Primarily engages in 
unconstructive activities with peers (e.g., bars, idle time).” The respondent mentioned that he/she was 
reluctant to choose this response category because there are no bars to frequent and youth time is far 
more controlled by DJJ.  
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Staff members also discussed their reluctance to use certain response categories. This was particularly 
applicable for them in the Aggression/Violence domain. Staff were uncomfortable choosing certain 
response categories for reassessments even if no events occurred during the evaluation period. For 
example, in the violence and aggression dimension, many have a category that indicates there is never 
violence (e.g., “No use of violent behavior ever.” or “Never in conflict with others.”). Some staff stated 
they were reluctant to choose that category, even when the youth had not committed any recent violent 
acts during the assessment period. The phrase “ever” and “never,” they expressed, were too extreme for 
youth with violence in their history. They had similar reservations to response categories of “rarely.” The 
hesitation to use either Never or Rarely means that it would be highly unlikely for a youth to receive 
positive indicators for violence even if they were not using violence during the previous period under 
evaluation. Because of reasons like this, staff expressed concerns that youth could not move down risk 
levels.  

In general, the goal of DJJ is to move youth up or down levels depending on their risk and needs 
assessment. There was skepticism amongst staff that this was actually possible with the current tool. Or, 
if it was occurring, that it was an accurate assessment and not simply a reflection of differences in staff 
doing the assessment.  

CONSISTENCY 

In addition to the CA-YASI data that is transmitted from Orbis to DJJ, there is a CA-YASI palette in WIN. 
The WIN CA-YASI palette is not a copy of the Orbis data. Instead, case managers input the results from 
the CA-YASI software into the WIN palette. The CA-YASI WIN palette is used for the case managers to 
input the domains that they determine require attention for the youth’s upcoming goals. There could be 
various domains where CA-YASI shows the youth are high risk, but the case managers choose three at a 
time. Those three are entered into WIN at each administration/re-administration of CA-YASI. Therefore, 
the data in WIN and Orbis data are different and consistency cannot be calculated.  

MANAGEABLE 

The CA-YASI data has challenges to its management. The initial checks done to ensure match to identifiers 
makes it even less likely to have any issues when it needs to be used. However, because the data originate 
from Orbis, an off-site Canadian company, DJJ has had difficulty receiving data from them (i.e., due to 
firewalls and security practices). Even when the data are being transmitted to DJJ, it is still coming once a 
month, so at best, there is a one month lag in data receipt. Because DJJ does not own this data, it does 
not have access to it in real time. This limits how efficiently DJJ can manage this data. In practice, we 
believe DJJ has not typically utilized CA-YASI data for any routine investigations, but it does commonly use 
CA-YASI data in the WIN palette because it is available to DJJ at any time. CA-YASI data in WIN does not 
share the same quality as CA-YASI data that originates from the program. And, as stated previously, WIN 
data (including WIN CA-YASI data) do not go through any quality control, so its quality is questionable.   

FLEXIBILITY 

The checks on the identifiers makes CA-YASI data more flexible than other DJJ data. The quality of the 
identifier variables makes it easier to match CA-YASI data with other DJJ datasets and other, non-DJJ data 
sets with similar identifiers.  
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USABILITY 

Overall, CA-YASI is a very usable dataset. It has data documentation to make it coherent for any user. It 
goes through a degree of data cleaning. The data provided are scales that are easy to use in any predictive 
analysis. Importantly, the scales indicate important risks and needs of the youth, which is a central part of 
an analysis with this population. The same cannot be said of the WIN palette of CA-YASI data.  

VALUE 

There is great value to CA-YASI data. Empirical evidence shows that a focus on the risk, need, and 
responsivity framework is the most effective way to treat serious juvenile delinquents (e.g., Andrews & 
Bonta, 2002; Andrews & Dowden, 2006; Vincent, Guy, & Grisso, 2012). Therefore, DJJ requires measures 
of risks and needs to evaluate whether the DJJ framework is successfully rehabilitating its offenders. CA-
YASI data is the best data that DJJ has to measure this. This is not an endorsement of CA-YASI as the most 
appropriate risk and need tool. Determining the quality of the CA-YASI instrument as a risk and needs 
assessment tool is beyond the scope of the current report.  

Recommendations for CA-YASI: 

1) Conduct a separate evaluation of the predictive validity of the CA-YASI tool.   
 

COMPSTAT 
COMPSTAT is a data reporting structure that began with the New York City Police Department in the 1990s 
as a way to understand crime data as it changes over time. CDCR’s Office of Research collects metrics for 
COMPSTAT for both its adult prisons and juvenile institutions. The COMPSTAT reports present summary 
measures for multiple aspects of prison performance over a 13-month period. DJJ’s COMPSTAT reports 
include 361 indicators by DJJ facility. The measures include: Administration (e.g., budget, personnel, 
overtime, staff investigations), Facility metrics (e.g., population, program types, reports and notices), 
Incidents (e.g., batteries, medical issues, use of force, contraband, health care), Programming (e.g., 
education, behavioral issues), and IBTM Intervention Groups (e.g., program delivery information for all 
groups including Core, SBTP, Intake, Females, MHRU, other).   
 
Certain data elements are the assigned responsibility of specific divisions, individuals, or departments 
within DJJ. There are three facility analysts (one for the Stockton facilities, one for Ventura, and one for 
Pine Grove) that submit the relevant COMPSTAT data to DJJ Headquarters. The rest of the data is compiled 
by a contact in headquarters who collects relevant reports from various contacts around DJJ and manually 
reports the summaries to the COMPSTAT team. Data for COMPSTAT is taken from reports, WIN, the Case 
Management System, Business Information System (BIS) (financial system), and OBITS. The data are 
aggregated by DJJ staff and sent to the COMPSTAT team who reviews the data and then publishes the 
reports in 13-month periods. Current reports are available on the CDCR website. A request must be 
submitted to the Office of Research to receive previous DJJ reports.  
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Data Management 
DOCUMENTATION 

The COMPSTAT data is maintained by CDCR’s Office of Research and posted online. COMPSTAT reports 
are PDFs of summary tables that reflect a 13-month reporting period. To be used as “data” the reports 
would have to be manually copied from the PDF’s into an Excel spreadsheet or other data management 
tool, or tables of data would have to be requested directly from the Office of Research.  

COMPSTAT publishes the DJJ Counting Rules to accompany the reports with the statistical summaries for 
the three facilities, one conservation camp, the board of juvenile hearings and the juvenile programs. The 
counting rules for the COMPSTAT reports is updated for each new iteration of reports.  

TRAINING 

The training required to compile COMPSTAT data for DJJ personnel and Office of Research personnel is 
not known. We did not talk to any staff with skills specific to COMPSTAT to ask them questions of training 
and preparedness.  

AUDITS/ QUALITY CONTROL 

Discussions with COMPSTAT about their specific data quality procedures was not part of this evaluation. 
However, conversations with DJJ staff familiar with COMPSTAT data suggest that there is a review process 
for the data that is received from the various DJJ areas.  

HISTORICAL CHANGES 

New COMPSTAT data is posted periodically on the Office of Research’s website along with updated 
Counting Rules. Previous versions are taken off the website and no longer publicly available. Any previous 
version of the Counting Rules is available by request from COMPSTAT. These can be used as a historical 
record of changes to the data collection effort.   

 
Data Quality 
COMPLETE 

The completion rate of COMPSTAT data cannot be reliably calculated from the current data and 
documentation. COMPSTAT does not report when data were not submitted. All missing data appears as 
zeros, as opposed to being blank. In our examination of COMPSTAT data we can infer that data are missing 
though it has not been confirmed. For example, in the current DJJ COMPSTAT report (May 2018 to May 
2019), data appears to be complete for all measures, but upon closer examination, the daily population 
of all three facilities in March 2019 is reported as zero. The data are entered as a zero and not missing, 
but it seems unlikely that none of the facilities had a population in just that one month. Other measures 
for that month are populated, and other measures for that month are zero, so it is difficult to determine 
which measures with zero reflect missing data or a lack of an event.  
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Recommendation:  

1) It would be most beneficial if COMPSTAT data either indicated which summary statistics were 
actually missing on the tables, or if they changed the zeros to blank spaces where applicable. 
Then, an indicator of missing data could be calculated.  

UNIQUE 

The data available in COMPSTAT is unique. The data presented are facility level statistics that are 
aggregated. For example, while WIN can offer the number of disciplinary violations for each youth, 
COMPSTAT data will report the number of violations across the institutions per month. COMPSTAT data 
is also an opportunity to see summary data of staffing statistics and other administration characteristics. 
These are not available from any other data source (unless one received human resources data directly 
from DJJ).  

TIMELINESS 

The COMPSTAT data submission process is supposed to be two months from reporting to publication. 
After monthly data are submitted to COMPSTAT, there is a collection period, a revision period, and a 
quality assurance review period. That is the intended policy, however, in December 2019, the COMPSTAT 
report that was available on the CDCR Office of Research website was published in July 2019 and reflected 
the months May 2018 to May 2019. So, without a private request for information, the data published may 
not be the most current. 

 An internal site allows divisions to review monthly reports. Prior to the Office of Research taking control 
of COMPSTAT, there was a mechanism to allow internal CDCR users to run ad hoc queries. Now, there 
appear to be data dissemination restrictions, even when the request comes from a CDCR Division related 
to its own data. The specifics of the restrictions were not made known to us.  

VALIDITY 

The presentation of COMPSTAT data offers a great deal of face validity of the measures except, as stated 
earlier, that missing data appears as 0 and not missing. The data are presented in a systematic and 
consistent manner.  

ACCURACY 

The accuracy of the COMPSTAT data cannot be verified with just the resulting data. The data reported in 
COMPSTAT is provided by various areas of DJJ. A list of the 251 metrics reported to COMPSTAT were 
provided for this evaluation including a description of how and where the data were collected. A review 
of this document shows that a majority of measures reported to COMPSTAT are calculated by a manual 
count of incidents/records. Of the 251 metrics, 73 are manually counted. Also, 129 WIN based data are 
extracted into Excel and then counted manually for a monthly count that is reported to COMPSTAT. In 
total, 80.4 percent of COMPSTAT metrics are being created by manual calculation. To assess the accuracy 
and consistency of the COMPSTAT metrics a closer evaluation of the manual counting process would have 
to be performed, but in general, manual counting is not the preferred method to aggregate data.  
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CONSISTENCY 

It appears that the data reported in the published COMPSTAT documents is consistent over time. As noted 
in the previous section, to understand the dimension of consistency in COMPSTAT data, a more thorough 
evaluation of the counting process would need to occur. On its face, the published and internal 
documentation specifies what data is utilized each month to populate the COMPSTAT metrics, but 
whether these data are actually collected consistently from month to month has not been examined.  

MANAGEABLE 

The data provided by COMPSTAT are easy to manage once they are provided. After submission, a change 
or update can only be made by COMPSTAT. A Data Revision Form can be submitted to revise counts 
previously reported. 

COMPSTAT data are challenging because even though DJJ is compiling and providing the data to the 
COMPSTAT team for publishing, the DJJ team does not have access to this data without special permission 
and a lengthy lag time from the COMPSTAT team. In general, any time an organization does not “own” its 
own data, managing the data is more problematic. As such, to our knowledge, DJJ has not attempted to 
utilize COMPSTAT data in any way other than what is provided.  

FLEXIBLE 

COMPSTAT data is not flexible compared to other DJJ data sources. It reflects aggregate counts of the 
institutions and not the youth, so there are not identifiers that can link COMPSTAT records to other 
datasets. One method where COMPSTAT data can be used in evaluations of youth outcomes is to impute 
the facility characteristics for each youth by matching facility of residence and month. The data would 
layer facility-level characteristics on the incarceration experience of an individual. For example, a 
researcher could impute staffing patterns of a youth’s institution for the months of his/her incarceration. 
This would provide them a measure of the “environment” that the youth was exposed to during his/her 
commitment.   

USABILITY 

COMPSTAT data are usable. It would be far more useful if the data could be provided in a form that can 
be manipulated (like Excel) and not in PDF format. Clarifications to the data presentation would assist any 
user in ensuring appropriate interpretation of the data. The longitudinal nature of the data presentation 
is great for studies over time (which is critical to evaluations and recidivism studies). However, the 
question of quality of data collection needs to be answered before too much confidence is placed in the 
results.  

VALUE 

COMPSTAT data are valuable. They are the only source of aggregate, facility level data available over time 
that has undergone any form of quality control assurances. The lack of access to the data reduces the 
value to DJJ because DJJ cannot examine real-time trends in its institutions. For example, it cannot 
examine if the number of staff-involved incidents increases as the number of staff vacancies increase until 
months after DJJ may desire that information. This limits expectations that any organization can have on 
a source of data.  
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Summary 
A review summary of the five electronic data system qualities is provided in Table 2.  

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF DATA MANAGEMENT AND QUALITY DIMENSIONS ACROSS THE ELECTRONIC DJJ DATA SYSTEMS 

 OBITS WIN IBTM CA-YASI COMPSTAT 
Data Management      

Documentation Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Training No No No Yes Unknown 

Audits/Quality Control Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Historical Changes Yes No No Yes Yes 

      
Data Quality      

Complete Low/Moderate Moderate Unknown High Unknown 
Unique High Unknown Low High High 

Timeliness High High Low Unknown Low 
Validity High High Moderate High High 

Accuracy High (caution) UNK/ Low? Low/Moderate UNK/Low? Moderate? 
Consistency Low Low Moderate  High 

Manageable High Low Low Moderate Low 
Flexible High Low Low High Moderate 
Usable High Low Low High Moderate/High 

Value High High* High* High Moderate 
*Potential value 

Paper Files 
Like most correctional systems, DJJ collects and maintains paper files on its youth. Master files are 
maintained at headquarters that include information about the case processing and intake information 
and then at discharge medical files and discharge information is added and retained.  

Field files are retained at the institution level. The paper files in the institutions include documents 
containing a breadth of information related to youth treatment. Subjects include case intake and 
processing, mental health assessments, disciplinary notices, treatment level, legal records, and other 
documentation from outside agencies.  

There are also living unit files that are kept on the youths’ housing unit. The files include case plans, 
disciplinary information, casework documentation like treatment assignments and homework. The living 
unit has copies of CA-YASI results and case conference results. It also includes information about 
education and employment, case reports, Parole Board reports, and reentry plans.  

The data management issues posed by paper files is similar to electronic data, but the data quality 
measurements presented for electronic data are not as applicable to an analysis of paper files, so the 
following discussion will be more qualitative.  

Data Management 
Data management is an important aspect of paper file maintenance. We did not have the opportunity to 
interview DJJ staff in charge of maintaining the physical files of DJJ youth (though we did get to review 
files with other staff). Thus, we cannot speak to the quality or characteristics of data management 
currently in practice. We can, however, include a discussion of the best-practices (U.N., 2008) of handling 
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youth correctional records, which include the four aspects of data management that are assessed for 
electronic data. 

Data management of paper files requires assigning a dedicated individual in charge of creating and 
maintaining youth files (for each institution) and registers or logs related to records. This individual would 
be in charge of organizing files systematically and ensuring that they are stored in a secure area that is 
accessible only to authorized personnel. This individual should also develop a convention to record where 
individual files are located and create a log of anyone who accessed them.   

A review of DJJ’s paper files shows that the contents of the field file are almost entirely redundant to data 
available in WIN or in another DJJ data system. A number of the data elements currently collected in the 
paper files are actually printed out copies of the WIN entry.  

DOCUMENTATION 

There should be clear guidelines for paper file personnel as to what information needs to be collected, 
how it should be collected, and how each file should be organized. Policies should prioritize minimizing 
the number of staff that have access to youths’ files (i.e., access should be on a “need to know” basis). 
These file management procedures need to be documented and available to staff. Some of these best-
practices are currently included in the CDCR Department Operations Manual (DOM) (2018), but we have 
not assessed the extent to which they are currently put into practice in DJJ. The Welfare and Institutions 
Code specifies a 5-year retention of Master Files after the youth has been released. DJJ keeps the record 
for an additional 2 years, but the retention schedule for other records is being written right now. 
Conversations with staff in the facilities suggest that field files and living unit files are purged frequently 
and destroyed soon after the youth are discharged. It is not clear if the field files and living unit files are 
checked in any way before they are destroyed.  

All of the rules, regulations and policies of file handling should be documented in a data management 
plan. After a plan is created, audits can ensure that staff are conforming to the best practices related to 
file management as introduced in earlier sections of this paper.  

TRAINING 

All of the policies regarding youth files should be included in the training for all staff. Staff should also be 
aware of the rules related to DJJ staff accessing and using files if needed.  

AUDITS/QUALITY CONTROL 

Audits should be done periodically to ensure that each facility is compliant with the file management 
procedures. Logs should be created to track staff handling of files. These logs should be accurate and 
timely.  

Files could also have a checklist of mandatory and optional items (and where they should be located). 
These would serve as both a table of contents and a quality control device for file maintenance. For 
example, it is recommended that correctional agencies obtain and maintain supplemental information 
from supporting agencies and professionals. A checklist would be an excellent quality control tool to 
ensure that items like this are included in youth files.  
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HISTORICAL CHANGES 

Important historical changes within a file should be logged. For example, any correction of previous 
information should have a record. Logs should capture the date of creation of a file, the movement of a 
file for use, transfer of a file, purging or destruction of a file, and archiving. DJJ must create a formal policy 
regarding archiving “inactive” files. We recommend a standardized file destruction plan that would ensure 
the confidentiality of youth records.  

In our review of DJJ’s paper files, we found that such files conform to most of the recommendations for 
best-practices in file management. Our evaluation of files could not confirm that all of the information is 
collected in a place that ensures confidentiality, nor that the files are only accessed by staff or transferred 
on a “need to know” basis. The safeguarding of files should be a priority. Safeguards include limiting the 
number of staff members who can pull files and logging each time a file is accessed. 

Recommendations:  

1) One area of improvement for file maintenance is to schedule the retention and destruction of 
documents. CDCR has a decisive file retention, purging, and archiving schedule. At present, there 
seems to be little consistency in the rate at which field files are purged by DJJ staff while youth 
are still incarcerated.  

2) For efficiency, DJJ should consider whether there is a need to maintain lengthy paper files at all. 
Our evaluation reveals that only a few items are not currently available in electronic form (e.g., 
homework, record of journaling). A portfolio of youth work could still be maintained on the living 
unit to incorporate homework or other proof of progress, but without being a formal file. One 
reason to consider this change is because maintaining a paper file, with similar content as WIN or 
OBITS, should include confidentiality safeguards. Maintaining a portfolio of homework, however, 
would not require as much space or security for the facility.  

3) For treatment history items, like a record of Interactive Journaling that is maintained in the field 
file and not electronically, we would recommend incorporating this into an electronic data 
system. A simple checklist could capture assignment, date of completion, and any other potential 
notes about treatment to add to the WIN platform.  

MEDICAL RECORDS 

DJJ currently keeps medical files in paper form and not in any electronic format. DJJ medical staff indicated 
that this is their current preference because, while CDCR’s Division of Adult Institutions instituted an 
electronic health records (EHR) system, the EHR system did not conform to DJJ’s needs. An EHR alternative 
that conforms to the needs of DJJ, the medical staff indicated, would be too costly to adopt.  DJJ medical 
personnel are confident than given the small population, retaining medical records in paper format is 
sufficient. We did not review medical files for this study, so we cannot confirm what procedures DJJ utilizes 
to collect and maintain medical data.  

The following are some recommendations for standards regarding prisoners’ paper medical files (U.N., 
2008). DJJ should consider these recommendations in regards to its youths’ medical files: 

- Medical files should be kept separately from the general file (in a different location) 
- Interviews and assessments should be created by trained medical professionals 
- Assessments should be confidential and private  
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- HIV testing must have informed consent and should be recorded 
- Records should not be made available to non-medical personnel 
- “Inactive files” should be housed in an archived section for medical records 

Recommendation:  
1) DJJ should consider adopting an EHR system for its medical records. We make this 

recommendation for multiple reasons. First, the trend amongst the medical community in this 
country is to move toward adoption of EHR. In 2009, use of interoperable EHR throughout the US 
was determined a national goal in the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical 
Health (HITECH) Act. Since then, there has been a significant shift in the proportion of doctors 
adopting EHR systems (Hsaio, Hing, & Ashman, 2014). While it is not currently mandated that 
correctional systems adopt EHR, the trend suggests it might soon be. For example, the Bureau of 
Justice Assistance with Urban Institute is currently working on the justice-to-health exchange for 
sharing criminal justice, healthcare, mental health and other treatment with other agencies. 
Second, EHR can improve the data quality dimensions that we have introduced here: complete, 
unique, timely, valid, accurate, consistent, manageable, flexible, usable, and thereby improve the 
value of the medical information. Improving these aspects of any data is a worthy goal. Third, 
while it is certainly possible to maintain good clinical records on paper for 600 DJJ patients, it can 
become more challenging to maintain and archive the medical records of all of the youth that 
flow in and out of DJJ. Finally, adopting an EHR system can improve DJJ’s understanding of the 
aggregate medical needs of DJJ’s youth correctional population. Running statistical reports can 
help DJJ doctors understand their patients and provide more accurate budgets. They could 
analyze the most common ailments, time spent with each patient, total number of injuries over 
time, the most common cause of injuries, and other health related data.  

2) The introduction of an EHR system need not be cost prohibitive. There are actually several open 
source EHR programs (e.g., OpenEMR, 75Health, OpenMRS) that a programmer could tailor for 
DJJ at a reasonable cost. The need for complicated billing programming can drive up the costs for 
EHR software. This is a component that DJJ may not need. 

Other Data Systems 
In addition to the data repositories that are included in this report, DJJ, like many other agencies, keeps 
records in other areas (e.g., staff training, employment, business services, human resources). These 
systems, though not directly related to the youth, still assist DJJ in its mission to effectively rehabilitate 
young offenders and improve public safety. Because of that, these systems should also undergo rigorous 
review for efficiency and effectiveness. It is beyond the scope of the current evaluation, but we know from 
staff interviews that there are real and significant challenges associated with some of these systems. We 
recommend that DJJ look closely at these systems. Every improvement can increase efficiency, accuracy, 
and morale.  

DJJ’s Serious Incident Reports (SIRs) are an apt example. SIRs are used to record incidents that occur in 
the DJJ facilities. Incidents that result in use-of-force, group disturbances, staff assaults, youth injuries, 
suicide attempts, escapes, and other serious events are recorded on SIR forms, distributed, and reviewed 
by administration within the facility and at DJJ headquarters. SIRs include critical information like the 
location of the incident, the people involved, a lengthy description of the event, a record of the type and 
amount of force used, and any resulting injury and treatment. The paper SIRs are either stored in binders 
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or scanned and stored as PDFs. This information is counted and reported monthly in COMPSTAT. The 
aggregation for COMPSTAT is done manually (i.e., counted from the paper SIRs).  

We believe that SIRs are an underutilized and valuable source of data. SIRs are reported to COMPSTAT 
and incidents are reviewed as required by DJJ policy. Otherwise, the SIRs are not used for further analysis. 
SIRs capture information that is vital to any assessment of DJJ performance and youth outcomes. The 
events that are reported in SIRs reflect youth behavior during treatment.  Thus, the information captured 
in SIRs would be useful for DJJ to store and analyze if they were captured (reliably) in an electronic format. 
An analysis of SIRs would be able to produce rates and trend of serious events that could then be used to 
understand what factors are correlated with incidents. SIRs could be used to systematically assess DJJ 
outcomes over time. SIRs could be linked to specific offenders. Thus, DJJ would be able to predict the 
characteristics of offenders that are most often represented in serious incidents and target interventions 
and resources to these causes. There are a multitude of potential uses for SIRs if could be reconfigured as 
usable data.  

It would not be difficult to turn the current system of SIR collection into a process that would yield usable 
electronic data. The simplest method would be to utilize the Visual Basic Editor to populate an Excel 
worksheet. This would allow data entry into Excel and minimize the data entry errors. Then, the data could 
be imported from Excel to any number of statistical programs for analysis. There are other, more 
sophisticated methods, which could streamline the SIR collection process. It is not recommended that DJJ 
add this to any of their existing platforms. However, if they overhaul their current systems, a new system 
could be used to provide a dashboard for staff to complete SIRs electronically. This dashboard could have 
fixed fields to capture critical characteristics like facility, time, unit/location, type of incident, force used, 
injuries, treatment, staff involved, and youth involved (with a cross check to currently admitted youth).  
The only open-ended field would be a description of the events. Upon submission, the electronic form 
could be automatically emailed to the appropriate DJJ actors and the raw data would be stored in a 
dataset that is available for analysis. The data could be automatically aggregated monthly and sent for 
inclusion in COMPSTAT. This is a more efficient process that would result in cleaner, usable data. This 
means that it would be easier for research staff to use the data regularly and/or design queries for daily, 
weekly, or monthly reports. This would allow administrators, superintendents, and staff to know not only 
what is happening in their facilities and where. It can also be used to answer how events fluctuate and 
what factors are associated with to changes over time.  

 

Data Content 
The United Nations (2008) report on prisoner file management advises that the below checklist of items 
be collected in prisoner files (paper or electronic). This should not be considered an exhaustive list, but 
rather a checklist of minimum information to collect and maintain for all youth (see Table 3). DJJ should 
also acknowledge that it will have certain administrative data it needs to collect that are not included 
here.   
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF UNITED NATIONS (2008) CHECKLIST OF PRISONER FILE ITEMS. 

Identification 
Photograph Residence/Address Language(s) Spoken 
Fingerprints Country of Origin Passport Number 
Date of Admission Nationality Driver’s License Number/ID Card 
Time of Admission Sex Number 
Full Legal Name Parent(s)’/ Guardian(s)’ Name(s) Social Security Number 
Date of Birth Level of Education  
Place of Birth Occupation  

Family 
Family Structure Children (names, ages) Contact for emergency 

Corrections Information 
DJJ Number/ CDC Number Database Number Classification Info 
Housing Location   

Judicial Information 
Prosecutor file number   

Health Information 
Name of Doctor Date of medical exam(s) Reference no. for medical file 

Detention Information 
Date of Admission Personal Items Correspondence 

Sentence 
Primary Sentence Suspended Sentence Community Service 
Subsidiary Sentence Fine/Restitution  

Conditional Release 
Eligibility Date Introduction file date  Revocation/Return 
Agreement notice Decision date  

Release 
Release Date Conditional release date Return of personal items 
Temporary release date Warrant  

Transfer 
Transfer date Prison  

Hospitalization 
Hospitalization date Reason for Hospitalization Hospital 

Treatment 
Assessment Rehabilitation Education activity 

Discipline 
Record of discipline Reason for discipline  

Hearing Information 
Court Date Notification Date Legal Rep. Contact 

Arrest Information 
Charge/Offense Warrant details Temporary release info 
File Number Detention orders Copy of criminal record 

 
Recommendation: 

1) DJJ should strive to include all of this information in electronic form and, preferably, in one data 
system. From a review of DJJ’s data structures, we know that most of these items are already 
collected by DJJ, but they are not generally maintained in the same data system. WIN has 
photographs and some information on family (other information is located in paper files), 
conditional release, transfer, and discipline. OBITS has many of the identification items, and the 
correctional and judicial information. Health information is located in paper medical files. Youth 
property is captured in paper files maintained by the institution. Intervention participation history 
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is in IBTM spreadsheets. Assessment information is in WIN and CA-YASI. Education and 
employment records are maintained in paper form and in WIN.  
 
DJJ’s current data storage system is highly inefficient as far as providing information regarding 
specific youth and their treatment. Even if DJJ is successful in capturing the data that is needed 
for best practices, it still needs to be able to use those data effectively to create meaningful 
change. 

 

DATA SHARING CAPABILITIES 
In 2008, the Association of State Correctional Administrators (ASCA) created focus groups of corrections 
and law enforcement agencies in 48 states to discuss the barriers to collaboration (IJIS Institute, 2016).  
ASCA found that the most frequent barriers to collaboration include numerous aspects related to 
electronic data sharing. Among those noted: lack of ease in sharing electronically, lack of funding, lack of 
trust, agency-specific systems that are not capable of sharing, lack of awareness of value of information, 
lack of quality, and lack of convention in usability and across systems (IJIS Institute, 2016).  

The value of correctional data flowing through all stages of the justice system from arrest through re-entry 
is well-established. Offender information is collected at each stage of the criminal justice process. Shared 
and coordinated data efforts could, potentially, reduce crime and achieve cost-savings (IJIS Institute, 
2016). Shared data can potentially be used to assist law enforcement and courts, but also community 
service providers who offer offender services, notification of victims, and family services. One potential 
benefit of information exchange is the continuity of care between the criminal justice system, the 
community, and behavioral health, including mental health care.  

The correctional system’s reliance on paper-based record keeping is a major hindrance of data sharing. 
The lack of funding for, and lack of presence of, electronic data systems in corrections is a major hurdle. 
After those challenges are overcome, consistent data sharing conventions and standard and ethical 
methods of data exchange must be determined. There are many national efforts to produce standards 
and best practices in this area:  

National Information Exchange Model (NIEM) is a joint collaboration with the Department of Justice 
(DOJ), Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). 
The purpose of NIEM is to develop and disseminate the exchange of the standards and processes that can 
enable data sharing. The purpose is to create agreed-upon terms, definitions, relationships and formats.  

Global Reference Architecture (GRA) is an information exchange solution that is designed to reduce the 
time and cost incurred by justice agencies to implement IT architecture and design.  

National Information Sharing Standards Clearinghouse (NISS) provides information on Information 
Exchange Package Documentation (IEPD) and Justice Standards.  

Global Federated Identity and Privilege Management (GFIPM) provides specifications and guidelines to 
support security controls when accessing justice information systems. 

The current trend is to emphasize information sharing for better outcomes. This evaluation concludes that 
DJJ data, in its current form, cannot be shared effectively or efficiently. DJJ data are spread across multiple 
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datasets. The dataset with the most relevant data for sharing has no quality control or documentation. 
This would mean that every agency, researcher, program, court, etc. that received data from DJJ would 
need to go through the same exploration that we did in this evaluation to make sense of DJJ’s data. 
Otherwise, DJJ staff would have to put together a file manually to send to other agencies and that would 
result in inconsistencies and an overload of work for DJJ staff. 

By the same token, DJJ’s data systems, in their current form, are likely not capable of analyzing data shared 
by other agencies.    

Recommendations: 

1) DJJ should acknowledge that data sharing with other agencies, particularly about youth needs, is 
going to be a continued trend that DJJ needs to address. 

2) Streamline the multiple data systems into fewer systems that have data that are more 
comprehensive.  

3) Begin working with IT and programmers to determine the best route for DJJ to begin considering 
how more effective data sharing might be accomplished.  

CONCLUSION: Major Findings 
#1: DJJ’S CURRENT DATA MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND SYSTEMS ARE NOT SUSTAINABLE FOR THE LONG-
TERM.  

DJJ has experienced significant organizational change for more than a decade. It has implemented 
sweeping reform in most areas of its operations, and it has had to reorient to its smaller, older, and more 
serious population. In light of this, it is understandable if data systems and data gathering were not the 
DJJ’s top priority.  

Many years ago, when DJJ’s primary focus was safety and security, a solid OBITS file and an accompanying 
movement file may have worked fine. Similarly, when DJJ was sending youth to school and work, maybe 
the WIN palettes were sufficient.  

Today, DJJ has a far more ambitious mission. It strives to provide evidence-based treatment in numerous 
areas to all youth, tailored to each youth’s individual risk and needs. This mission requires data processing 
and analysis capabilities that were not previously needed. In order for treatment to be truly “evidence-
based,” DJJ’s programs should be evaluated to determine their real-life impacts on the youth housed at 
DJJ. To do this, DJJ needs to choose programs that are likely to be effective, implement them, and then 
evaluate them in its facilities. To analyze the results and determine effectiveness, DJJ needs quality data 
to be collected systematically and continuously. The data need to be clean, consistent, complete, valid, 
usable, and valuable.  

For DJJ to meet its ambitious goals, and keep pace with national trends in corrections and policy more 
generally, it must update its philosophy, management, and practices related to data. At present, DJJ’s data 
practices prevent it from knowing whether it is best serving all youth.  
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#2: INEFFICIENCIES IN DATA MANAGEMENT AND LIMITATIONS IN DATA SYSTEM CAPABILITIES RESULT IN POOR 

DATA QUALITY. 

This is particularly true for WIN. Each of the systems has inefficiencies and limitations (as summarized in 
this report), but WIN has the most significant issues. Put simply, WIN was never intended to be a data 
analysis system. WIN, as it currently exists, limits DJJ’s abilities in several respects. Unfortunately, WIN 
also contains substantial data that DJJ would like to use for evaluation purposes. At minimum, WIN needs 
a period of documentation, cleaning, and auditing before it could be used for regular data analysis. Even 
if these steps were taken, the cumbersome system would still require more time and effort to analyze 
data than other systems that are more flexible and manageable.  

The other DJJ systems also have areas that require improvement. For example, OBITS needs to be cleaned 
and streamlined. IBTM worksheets need a data management plan to reduce errors. But, the biggest 
limitation is that the data systems do not exist together and they do not function together. It is a waste 
of resources and important information.  

#3: DJJ HAS LIMITED CONTROL OVER ITS DATA SYSTEMS, WHICH SIGNIFICANTLY LIMITS ITS ABILITY TO 

ENSURE USABILITY AND BRING ABOUT CHANGE. 

DJJ does not control the structure and maintenance of OBITS, WIN, CA-YASI, or COMPSTAT. Office of 
Research maintains COMPSTAT and provides analysts for OBITS. EIS maintains OBITS and WIN. Orbis 
maintains CA-YASI. DJJ only manages IBTM worksheets. Limited control over its data systems means that 
DJJ must rely on others to access its data. Moreover, how quickly (or slowly) DJJ receives its data is largely 
outside of DJJ’s control and largely governed by others’ timetables. Despite its many flaws, DJJ’s staff rely 
heavily on WIN for a simple reason – unlike the other systems, WIN data are always readily-available to 
staff. The non-availability of data drives many of the issues summarized in this report. For instance, staff 
input CA-YASI data into WIN because they cannot wait for Orbis to return CA-YASI data.  DJJ needs to 
address its need for immediate access to data, while making time for data quality control. In order for DJJ 
to use data to benefit its youth and inform decision-making, the data must be available and ready for 
analysis quickly and efficiently.  

#4: DJJ WILL HAVE A DIFFICULT TIME MAKING “DATA-DRIVEN” DECISIONS WITH ITS CURRENT DATA 

MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND PRACTICES.  

DJJ is currently “producing” statistics primarily by manual counts. Discussions with upper-level 
administrators suggest that decisions are not currently being driven by data because relevant data are 
simply not available to provide insight. In the modern world of “big data” and analytics, this is insufficient. 
The trend in data, corrections, and justice is toward data-driven, evidence-based decision-making. This is 
another reason why DJJ should overhaul its data management system. The data are there. The data are 
already being collected. If the data are managed differently, DJJ’s decisions can more easily be data-
driven. 
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Recommendations 
This evaluation concludes that DJJ needs an overhaul of its current data collection, storage, and usage 
strategy. Moving forward, DJJ should decide what direction it would like to take. Our recommendations 
are: 

1) Streamline the number of systems. The data in OBITS, WIN, and IBTM should all be in one system. 
In a perfect world, there would be room for CA-YASI data in that system as well. Linking multiple 
data systems to compile a comprehensive record for an individual is cumbersome, inefficient, and 
more likely to result in errors. It also requires additional personnel resources to maintain the 
various systems. DJJ is a relatively small organization – it cannot afford to have numerous staff 
devote so much time managing numerous systems and manual data entry. There could be 
multiple portals into the system, but the data should populate one data system. There are nearby 
examples of how this might be done. For example, CDCR adopted SOMS years ago with a similar 
intention of consolidating multiple data systems.  

2) In the process of deciding how and what system to create/modify/adopt, DJJ should pay particular 
attention to how easy or difficult it would be to find programmers and personnel to work with 
those data systems. This will have major implications for DJJ’s ability to continue seamlessly into 
the future.   

3) To consolidate data, DJJ will be required to clean its data and data systems. Many variables, fields, 
tables, and measures are obsolete but remain in the systems and data sets, and this makes the 
ability to streamline systems far more difficult.  

4) DJJ needs to create a comprehensive data management plan. The lack of documentation makes 
streamlining more difficult because nobody knows which measures are important to retain and 
what the measures mean. The documentation should include codebooks, data entry rules, and 
audit schedules.  

5) The current systems, and the hypothetical new system, should prioritize fixing fields and 
minimizing the use of open text to improve data quality. 

6) Current systems and/or the new system should not allow data entry directly into the output sheet 
or system. If DJJ is not currently able to overhaul WIN, our simplest recommendation is to hire a 
programmer familiar with Excel and Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) editor. VBA is an editor 
used to design macros that are written and customized for Excel. The application is already 
included in Excel, which means that DJJ already has the requisite software. DJJ could use VBA to 
create electronic “forms” that would then populate Excel. The benefit of doing this, as opposed 
to writing directly into Excel, is the ability to improve data quality and expand the number of users 
who can enter data directly. At a minimum, this would reduce data entry errors items like IBTM 
worksheets where reducing errors in identifiers are critical. A programmer could design forms 
that fix response categories, limit open-ended fields, and has data inconsistency checks built in. 
YCCs and other DJJ staff could enter data into the user-friendly form, instead of directly into the 
Excel spreadsheet. This would standardize input and improve data entry quality by decreasing the 
likelihood of human error. 

7) Move medical records into electronic health record format. As stated prior, this could be done 
cheaply by tailoring open source systems to fit the needs of DJJ. The new standard for medical 
records is to adopt EHR, so DJJ should prepare to make this move. A similar system could be used 
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for mental health records (which are currently housed in WIN). This would minimize the amount 
of confidential information that needs to be protected in paper files.    

8) Move collection of the Serious Incident Reports to an electronic format that can be collected 
reliably and used for data analysis. SIRs capture outcome measures that are central to any 
assessment of DJJ performance. However, they are not currently collected in a manner that easily 
allows for aggregation or data analysis. It would not be difficult to implement a new system that 
could easily get this goal accomplished. We strongly encourage that this system not be included 
as an add-on to any of the existing DJJ data systems.      

9) Reduce the reliance on paper files. Currently, most of the paper files are redundant of the 
electronic files, but the paper files nonetheless require space, resources, and personnel time. 
Paper files also pose a greater risk to confidentiality. DJJ should consider moving away from paper 
files altogether. If it chooses to retain paper files, it should create a decisive Data Management 
Plan to document the appropriate use of files.  

 

DJJ has an ambitious treatment plan for the youth in its care. An equally ambitious data management plan 
would support DJJ’s efforts in a multitude of ways. It would reduce redundancy in staff efforts, provide 
better quality data, and lead to better organizational decision-making. It would also support innovation 
by staff and administrators, which was a theme that emerged from staff interviews. Staff at DJJ are ready 
to implement tools that they believe will help youth, but they also understand that DJJ’s treatment 
protocol must be “evidence-based.” Implementing pilot programs, gathering data, and analyzing the 
results is, by definition, how programs become “evidence-based.” If DJJ can get its data systems in a place 
to handle its data, then staff and administrators would have the ability to tailor treatment to fit the needs 
of every youth.  
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